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ABSTRACT 
 
The Delaware Basin is the western member of the larger Permian Basin, 
and is located in the Trans-Pecos region of Texas and New Mexico. The 
Delaware Basin hosts significant evaporite karst geohazards throughout the 
Gypsum Plain of the Castile Formation, where geohazards of all scales form 
beneath and immediately adjacent to a major infrastructure throughout the 
region, especially Ranch-to-Market 652, including geohazards ranging from small 
scale dissolution of road base, to large scale cave and sinkhole development. 
Gypsum sourced from the Castile and Rustler formations was used to 
create the road base of this RM652, which meteoric waters have easily dissolved 
while increases in gross weight of heavy traffic has accelerated solution and 
suffosion processes. In order to characterize compaction and dissolution beneath 
the Culberson County portion of the road surface, a survey was undertaken 
through GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar), using the SIR 20, processed with 
RADAN 7, both by GSSI. Geographic location and characterization of the karst 
landforms from GPR data was used to map geospatial distribution of 
geohazards, whereupon analyses of the concentrations and spatial distributions 
of each class of geohazard were investigated.
 ii 
 
Karstic geohazards identified in this study most commonly include 
extensive meteoric dissolution of road base, as well as traffic related 
compression of the road, primarily caused by the use of crushed gypsum as the 
road base aggregate. Other subsurface expressions commonly include suffosion 
features, both in the gypsic soil and Castile bedrock. Extensive geohazard 
formation is present in areas where the Castile Formation is close to the surface 
or in outcrop, and has definitive topographic relief, which aids the flow of water 
through the gypsum, rapidly dissolving it. Additionally, leaching of the gypsic soil 
and gypsum formations takes place in areas where water ponds following 
meteoric events. Of special note in this project is the Rustler Formation; in 
general it remains free of major geohazards; however, in portions of the 
formation, gypsic masses can be found which display significant geohazard 
formation.
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Introduction 
Texas Ranch-to-Market 652 (RM 652) stretches for 58 miles, beginning 17 
miles northeast of Orla, Texas, in Loving County. The road runs through Orla in 
Reeves County before culminating 41 miles west from Orla in Culberson County 
at the intersection of RM 652 and US 62/180 (Figure 1). This study concerns the 
34 miles, along RM 652, between the Culberson-Reeves county line in the east 
and the intersection between RM 652 and US 62/180 in the west (Figure 1). The 
study area lies entirely within the Delaware Basin (Figure 2) in the Chihuahuan 
Desert. On average, the study area receives between 6 and 16 inches of 
precipitation a year and maintains an average temperature of 75 degrees 
Fahrenheit with summertime temperatures approaching highs of 104 degrees 
Fahrenheit (Stafford, 2015). The study area is of special geologic concern due to 
the karst geohazards that have formed beneath and immediately adjacent to the 
road. RM 652 is failing into these karst hazards due to greatly increased road 
traffic, relating to growth in petroleum exploration and production in the area. The 
increase in gross weight on the road has accelerated the dissolution of the 
mainly gypsum road base. Gypsum sourced from the Castile and Rustler 
formations was used to create the road base; this road base is easily dissolved 
through meteoric and groundwater flow due to the high solubilities of evaporite 
minerals. Karst landforms within the rock units are most concentrated within the 
 2 
 
Castile Formation. Characterization of the compaction and dissolution beneath 
the road surface was undertaken through utilization of Ground Penetrating Radar 
(GPR) to produce a continuous survey of the entire Culberson County section of 
the eastbound lane of RM 652. The main focus of the study was on the first 
eighteen inches below the road surface, including road base material, due to the 
limitations of GPR data.  
Figure 1: Simple map of the study area, with the Culberson County portion of RM 652 in 
Blue. 
 3 
 
Figure 2: Extent and location of The Delaware Basin in the Trans-Pecos region of 
Texas. Approximate study area marked by red box (from Stafford, 2015).
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Objectives 
 The goals of this study focused on the impact of geohazards beneath and 
immediately surrounding RM 652 in Culberson County, Texas. Characterization 
of the subsurface karst was undertaken utilizing GPR at an approximate depth of 
18 inches. Characterizations were produced utilizing images processed through 
RADAN 7. The characterized areas of karst deformation were georeferenced and 
delineated by location to produce a geohazard map in ArcMap 10.3 of conditions 
associated with RM 652 in Culberson County, Texas. Statistical analyses of the 
locations, and average concentrations of the geohazards, were undertaken 
utilizing the karst geohazard map, in order to better understand the areas most 
affected by the geohazards. Additional analyses of geohazard concentration by 
predominant soil type beneath the road was undertaken to explore the effect soil 
type bears upon presence of geohazards.
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Literature Review 
 The Delaware Basin is the western member of the larger Permian Basin 
which includes the Marfa, Val Verde, and Midland basins as well as the Delaware 
Basin. The Delaware Basin covers approximately 13,000 square miles of West 
Texas and Southwestern New Mexico (Hill, 1996).  The central exposed units 
within the basin are mainly composed of Ochoan-aged evaporites that formed 
when the Hovey Channel was cut off causing the basin to become mostly 
endorheic (Adams, 1965; Hill, 1999). Surrounding the deep water evaporites are 
Permian reef carbonates that mark the shallower shelf deposits that surrounded 
the deeper basin. These carbonates prominently crop out as the Guadalupe 
Mountains, the Glass Mountains, and the Apache Mountains (Hill, 1996).  
Geologic History 
 The Delaware Basin originated with the Precambrian to earliest Cambrian 
Tobosa Basin (Hill, 1996). The Tobosa Basin formed from inland rifting near the 
southern edge of the North American craton (Dickinson, 1981). After the 
formation of the Tobosa, the area underwent a “passive margin” stage which is 
marked by approximately 300 million years of sedimentation and slow 
subsistence (Horak, 1985). Sedimentation during this time period is similar to that
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of the modern day Atlantic coast and was aided by low amounts of subsidence 
which allowed clastic sediments from the surrounding carbonate shelves to settle 
into the basin. Weak extension during early Ordovician time produced block 
faulting of the basement and sediments (Hill, 1996). Compressive stresses 
centered to the west of the Tobosa during the Antler Orogeny exposed the area 
to western directed compressional stresses. Compression from this event forced 
an eastward tilting of the basin. During this event, the Tobosa was a regional low 
point in a large, transcontinental arch (Hill, 1996).   
 In the late Paleozoic, from the Mississippian to the Permian, the 
Laurentian and Gondwanan continents collided. This collision, which formed the 
supercontinent Pangaea, produced the Ouachita Orogeny (Hill, 1996; Horak, 
1985). The Ouachita Orogeny and Marathon Uplift involved the placement of a 
large allochthonous mass upon the North American craton. The collision with the 
approaching landmass exposed the area to a N35W principal horizontal stress 
direction (Horak, 1985). This principal horizontal stress reactivated fault lines 
within the Precambrian basement rock causing some areas to rapidly rise while 
other portions of the basin rapidly subsided (Horak, 1985). The Delaware and 
Midland basins were likely affected by half-graben normal faulting that allowed 
them to form, as well as uplifting the new Central Basin Platform between the two 
members of the larger Permian Basin (Horak, 1985). The orientation of the 
Central Basin Platform matches that of the principal horizontal stress of N35W. 
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The area was under stable conditions by the late Pennsylvanian, with sediments 
sourced from the surrounding landmasses. 
 After the collision that produced Pangaea, the Delaware and associated 
Midland basins were very close in latitude to the equator, on the western margin 
of the supercontinent (Burdett, 1985; Hill, 1996). The basin, though tectonically 
stable, still displayed subsidence as sediments from the Ouachita landmass to 
the south and the Perdinal landmass to the northwest were eroded into the basin. 
The Delaware Basin was the most significant center of subsidence due to the 
length of time over which erosion occurred (Hill, 1996). The most significant time 
of subsistence was during the Wolfcampian, when flexural subsidence from the 
approaching Marathon thrust sheet was at its zenith. In the deepest portion of the 
Delaware, up to three miles of clastic sediments were deposited in the basin and 
one and a half miles on the shelf of the basin (King, 1942). From the 
Wolfcampian to the Ochoan, the basin was filled with clastics, evaporites, and 
redbeds (Figure 3) (Hill, 1996). The shelf surrounding the Delaware Basin 
remained free of subsidence and displayed a carbonate shelf in the shallower 
portions. 
 Sedimentation within the basin was steady up to the end of the 
Leonardian, the period immediately after the Wolfcampian. In the following 
Ochoan time, thick evaporite units were deposited. The deposition of these  
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Figure 3: Geologic cross section of the Delaware Basin, from north to south (from 
Stafford, 2015, adapted from Scholle et al., 2004). 
evaporite units was preceded by the closing of the Hovey Channel which caused 
the Delaware Basin to lose its primary connection to the surrounding ocean.    
This caused the basin to become mostly endorheic, favoring the 
deposition of layered evaporites of the Castile, Salado, and Rustler formations 
(Hill, 1996). During this time period, the basin tilted to the east with sediments in 
the eastern Delaware Basin reaching over 24,000 feet thick (Hills, 1970). The 
tilting of the basin in this time period is supported by the deposition of the Rustler 
on the truncated Salado Formation (Lang, 1937). As such, the Salado reaches its 
maximum thickness in the eastern portion of the Delaware. Hill (1996) postulated 
that faults along the western edge of the Central Basin Platform acted as hinges 
for the tilting of the Delaware. The Capitan forereef dips between 20 and 35 
degrees to the east. The cause of this tilting event is attributed to differential uplift 
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(Hills, 1970; Hill, 1996). Following the Ochoan, the area did not immediately 
undergo deposition as the basin was entirely filled and above sea level (Adams, 
1965). This marked roughly 150 million years of little deposition broken only 
when the area underwent deposition of clastics in the Upper Triassic and thin 
deposition of limestones in the lower Cretaceous. These units capped the area 
and are found atop the Guadalupe Mountains. 
 The Delaware Basin was at the easternmost zone of influence during the 
Laramide Orogeny. Uplift and further tilting began approximately 80 million years 
ago as subduction of the Farallon Plate increased greatly in rate (Hill, 1996). 
Though there is not much expression of the Laramide Orogeny in the Delaware, 
it was responsible for the uplift of the region to three quarters of a mile above sea 
level (Horak, 1985). Results of the Laramide in the Delaware Basin were 
continued tilting of the region possibly up to the amount seen today with the 
Guadalupe Mountains (Hill, 1996) and the aforementioned uplift in the region.  
 The Laramide Orogeny was followed by a brief volcanic phase that 
emplaced several volcanic dikes in the area (Horak, 1985; Hill, 1996). This 
volcanic event was triggered by the falling off of the Farallon Plate into the 
asthenosphere at the end of the Laramide compressional event. The volcanics 
have the distinction of marking a change in the stress field in the area.  The 
Laramide Orogeny displayed a north-northwest compressional regime while the 
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Basin and Range that follows initially displayed a north-northwest extensional 
regime (Henry and McDowell, 1986). 
 Basin and Range normal faulting affected the area from 30 million years 
ago to the present day. This time period was characterized by high heat flow 
through the crust and extreme extension (Hill, 1996). From 30 to 20 million years 
ago, the area transitioned from the Laramide compression to the Basin and 
Range extension and was followed by 20 million years of extensional events 
such as the creation of the Salt Graben on the western border of the Delaware 
Basin (Horak, 1985). The Salt Graben was created under a north-northwest 
extensional regime similar to the Laramide, though beginning in the Pleistocene 
the stress field rotated to north-northeasterly extension (Horak, 1985). Basin and 
Range tectonism also likely caused the region to tilt though the exact breakdown 
of the amount between the Basin and Range extension and Laramide 
compression is unknown (Horak, 1985).  
 Since the latest Cretaceous, the ancestral Pecos River has been 
responsible for depositing sediment washed off the Rocky Mountains to the 
north; today the river begins in its headwaters in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains 
of north New Mexico (Stafford et al., 2009a). The ancestral Pecos River is 
responsible for removing sediment from the top of the uplifted Guadalupe 
Mountains and exposing the older evaporite beds of the Ochoan (Hill, 1996), as 
well as producing the Ogallala Formation across Texas. The Pecos is directly 
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responsible for the Pleistocene or Pliocene-Miocene (Powers and Holt, 1995) 
emplacement of the Gatuna Formation which consists of river emplaced sands 
and conglomerates. The Pecos River has gradually moved west since the 
Pleistocene, originally occupying channels up to 10 miles east of its present 
position (Thomas, 1972). During the Pleistocene, the Pecos River was larger and 
higher energy than the small permanent stream that is the Pecos today 
(Bachman, 1986). 
 
Guadalupian Stratigraphy 
 During the Guadalupian (271 mya to 260 mya), the Delaware Basin series 
of units were deposited in a deep basin surrounded by steep banks topped with 
carbonate reef production (Figures 3 and 4). The Guadalupian represents an 
overall drop in the level of the Permian sea, during the deposition of the Cutoff 
Formation; the extent of the Permian sea was at its greatest (Hill, 1996). 
Sediments beneath the inland sea subsided slowly as the surrounding carbonate 
reefal formations such as the Capitan and Goat Seep dolomite vertically 
expanded to keep from falling below productive depths. Basinal facies are mostly 
devoid of carbonates; present carbonates are mostly carbonate sections eroded 
from the surrounding reef. These small carbonate members quickly pinch out into 
siliclastic formations, the major constituent of the deep water basinal facies (Hill, 
1996). 
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Figure 4: Geologic strat column of the Delaware Basin and surrounding permian reef 
(Modified from Johnson et al., 2003). 
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Cherry Canyon 
The Cherry Canyon Formation is composed of thinly-bedded and 
laminated sand and siltstone. The unit displays cycles of deposition where thin 
lenticular and nodular limestones are followed by shaley sandstone and then 
thinly-bedded sandstone (Hill, 1996). In the Cherry Canyon Formation, these 
cycles are repeated approximately 16 times, with each cycle representing a 
thickness of approximately ten to twenty feet.  In relation to RM 652, the Cherry 
Canyon Formation is located to the north along the southern flanks of the 
Guadalupe Mountains. Limestone tongues from the Cherry Canyon Formation 
pinch out and become sandstone units the further they are found from the reefal 
basin margin. These sand units represent sand sheets that washed off the 
margins into the deep basin waters (Hill, 1996). 
Bell Canyon 
The Bell Canyon Formation is the uppermost unit of the Delaware series 
of units and is similar in composition to the Cherry Canyon Formation. The 
primary constituents of the unit are very well-sorted sandstones, coarser-grained 
siltstones, and thin limestone beds. The basinal margin limestones eventually 
combine with the Capitan Limestone, while basinward the limestones thin out 
and become thick sand units representing channel sand and shale structures 
similar to the Cherry Canyon Formation. The thick sand and shale units of the 
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Bell Canyon were deposited in a deep basin and as such were too deep for the 
production of limestone in situ (Hill, 1996). 
 
Ochoan Stratigraphy  
During the Guadalupian, the Delaware Basin was surrounded by shallow 
water carbonate production. The basin itself was deep water and lacked 
carbonate production though it did display sedimentation from the surrounding 
shallow water and continental areas (Hill, 1996). At the earliest Ochoan (260 mya 
to 251 mya), the Hovey Channel closed, cutting off the Delaware Basin from the 
marine waters of the larger ocean. The Ochoan series (Figure 3) of rocks 
represent this restricted environment; units deposited in this time period are 
characteristic of waters with a high salinity or high total dissolved solids. As such 
the units are commonly gypsum, anhydrite, halite, or dolomite (Hill, 1996).  
Castile 
 The Castile Formation is the first Ochoan unit deposited in the study area. 
The unit marks a great change in the environment of deposition and is composed 
entirely of layered anhydrite/gypsum and calcite with less common halite 
(Henrickson and Jones, 1952). The gypsum and associated minerals weather to 
a light gray to tan gypsum crust.  The Castile Formation is only found within the 
Delaware Basin; the unit pinches out as it approaches the formerly shallow 
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waters near to the Permian reefal complex (Hill, 1996). Consequently the unit is 
thickest in the eastern portion of the Delaware Basin and thinnest in the western 
portion.  
Laminations of gypsum/anhydrite and calcite are common through the 
entire thickness of the unit and the couplets likely represent yearly deposition 
during times of higher and lower continental runoff (Adams, 1972). The climate in 
the Ochoan was very hot and dry and the primary source of water for the 
Delaware Basin was simple groundwater flow and seasonal overland flow. The 
calcite laminations would represent times of higher rainfall on the continent which 
lowered the overall salinity of the Delaware Basin resulting in calcite deposition. 
During times of low or absent rainfall, the Delaware Basin was much more saline 
resulting in deposition of gypsum and halite layers (Hill, 1996).  
In the study area, the Castile Formation displays unique secondary 
calcitization of the gypsum in situ creating a more resilient material which is 
preserved as “castile buttes”, small hills that rise above the more friable gypsum 
within the Castile Formation. This calcitization is the result of complex reactions 
involving sulfate reduction, either bacterial or thermal sulfate reduction, in the 
presence of ascending light hydrocarbons (Stafford et al., 2008c).  
Salado 
The Salado was the second unit deposited in the study area though it is 
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not expressed in the area. It has been dissolved away, leaving only the Castile 
and Rustler formations. The Salado Formation is more saline than the Castile 
and Rustler formations that surround it. The Salado contains thin anhydrite beds 
as well as potash and clay layers though they are small in percentage when 
compared to the halite in the unit (Hill, 1996).  
 In the eastern portion of the Delaware Basin, the Salado’s lower member 
is on average between 330 and 100 feet thick. The upper member of the Salado 
is separated from the lower member by an economically viable potash layer. The 
upper layer of the Salado is approximately 500 feet thick, and is topped by a thin, 
clay-rich layer caused by groundwater leaching of the halite.  
 The Castile Formation represents a deep endorheic basin with seasonal 
varves of gypsum/anhydrite and calcite. The Salado represents a much 
shallower basin as a result of the basin being filled by the gypsum during the 
deposition of the Castile. As such, the Salado was deposited in a salt flat-type 
environment (Hill, 1996).  
Rustler 
 The Rustler Formation is the third depositional unit of the Ochoan series. 
The Rustler represents a return to marine conditions that were absent during the 
preceding Salado Formation. The Rustler Formation is composed of dolomite, 
anhydrite, halite and siltstone (Hill, 1996). Within the Rustler, two distinct sea 
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level advances are preserved by the two dolomite members of the formation. 
Between the transgressions, anhydrite and halite were deposited. 
 The lowest member of the Rustler Formation is the Virginia Draw, which 
displays a basal siltstone 50 feet thick capped by approximately 50 feet of 
dolomite and limestone (Hill, 1996). This basal layer is the first evidence of a 
marine transgression covering the area with seawater. Therefore, fossils 
indicative of seawater with a close to normal salinity can be found (Bachman, 
1984b). On top of the basal layer is the Culebra Dolomite, the most resistant 
member of the Rustler Formation. This unit was likely deposited in a restricted 
shallow water lagoon. Topping this unit is the Tamarisk Member, which is a thick 
halite unit that was likely deposited in conditions similar to the Salado, a salt flat 
during a regression of the sea (Hill, 1996). After the deposition of the Tamarisk, 
another sea transgression began leading to the deposition of the Magenta 
Dolomite. This was the last major transgression until the Cretaceous. Following 
this, the Forty-Niner member was deposited in a regressive environment. This 
final member of the Rustler is composed of gypsum, anhydrite, halite and minor 
siltstone.  
 Dewey Lake 
 The Dewey Lake Redbeds were deposited during a time of extreme low 
sea level. They are mostly composed of thinly-laminated sand and siltstones that 
were deposited in a complex depositional environment. The lower Dewey Lake is 
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similar to the Rustler Formation, and was likely deposited in areas similar to the 
uppermost Rustler. Though the specifics of the progression of the depositional 
environment are not fully understood, it is likely that deposition occurred on an 
arid fluvial system, or on vast tidal flats under very shallow waters. The 
sediments that comprise the Dewey Lake Formation were most likely sourced 
from uplifts to the southeast (Hill, 1996). 
 
Karst 
 A karst landscape is an area that results from dissolution of soluble rock. 
The dissolution creates caves, sinkholes, and general subsidence over large 
areas of land. In the evaporitic units of the Delaware Basin, the rock that is 
dissolving is primarily gypsum and anhydrite of the Castile Formation (Figure 5).  
 Karst landforms are subdivided into two distinct types, epigene and 
hypogene. Epigenetic karst is formed from the descent of meteoric water below 
ground surface (Stafford et al., 2008a), while hypogene karst is formed through 
the upward circulation of deeper waters which are often thermally active or 
contain dissolved solids which assist in the dissolution of rock medium (Ford and 
Williams, 2007) . Neither form of karst is exclusively expressed on the surface; 
both hypogene and epigene karst produce surface forms. Epigenetic karst on the 
surface often takes the form of large depressions that have a central point to 
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which they drain into the subsurface. These closed depressions form through 
direct incision by dissolution of solids and are usually elongate to account for the 
movement of water through connected depressions (Stafford et al., 2008a). 
Hypogene karst surface manifestations also often take the form of surface 
depressions; however, these can be distinguished from epigenetic forms by the 
expression of the sinks structure. Hypogenetic karst sinks are often steep and 
closer to a circular shape; they form the circular shape because they form from 
the collapse and upward stoping of subsurface voids (Stafford et al., 2008a).  
 In the area immediately surrounding RM 652 (Figure 5) both forms of karst 
occur. Distinguishing between the two types of karst can be difficult due to the 
effects of meteoric water and incision on previously collapsed hypogene karst 
forms. By measuring the length to width ratios of the depressions, their ellipticity 
can be determined. If the length to width ratio is greater than 0.5, they are likely 
the result of collapse (Stafford et al., 2008a). In the region surrounding the study 
area over half (55%) of the sinks meet the requirements to be classified directly 
as collapse and are inferred to be hypogenetic features. The remaining features 
are either epigenetic features or hypogenetic features that have been exposed to 
significant epigenetic overprinting; distinguishing between the two is difficult to 
impossible without direct field observations (Stafford et al., 2008a). 
Epigenetic passages can be distinguished by identifying the areas where 
dissolution has taken place. Gypsum quickly reaches saturation in water. 
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Figure 5: Density of karst structures on the surface. The most densely concentrated 
region is near the western portion of RM 652 (from Stafford et al, 2008b). 
 
Therefore, the majority of dissolution occurs near the surface before large 
structures below ground can be created. Epigenetic caves also have small 
structures called scallops along the walls; these are formed through turbulent 
groundwater flow. Scallops require large volumes of water to be transmitted 
through the passages at high speeds, with scallop length inversely proportional 
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to fluid velocity (Stafford et al., 2008a). Hypogenetic caves can be identified by 
examining morphologic structures within. Hypogenetic caves often have cupolas, 
domes formed from fluids rising to areas of lower hydraulic pressure. Other 
structures that indicate hypogene karst are risers and half tubes; risers are 
preferential flow paths for the ascending water, and half tubes are areas where 
undersaturated fluids dissolve connecting circular paths between cupolas and 
risers (Stafford et al., 2008a).  
Breccia pipes (Figure 6) in the study area are a result of hypogene karst 
related collapse. They are tied intricately to the breccia sheets that are also found 
throughout the study area. They are not unique to the Castile Formation, but 
instead are common throughout the entire Delaware Basin. Breccia pipes can be 
of exceptional depth, with some occurring through the entire depth of the Castile 
Formation and locally extending through overlying strata (Hill, 1996). Brecciated 
areas can be both topographic lows from collapse, and topographic highs from 
providing a favored route for calcitization. Brecciated areas can be more resistant 
than the surrounding non brecciated gypsum, especially if the breccia has been 
calcitized in situ. Brecciated pipes form in a similar way to other hypogene 
structures, unsaturated groundwater rises to the top of the dissolution pipe, 
dissolving rock at the top (Figure 6). The saturated waters become more dense 
and sink to the aquifer below (Anderson and Kirkland, 1980). Brecciated sheets 
form through the dissolution of horizontal halite beds, creating a weak void space 
that collapses under vertical pressure (Figure 7) (Anderson et al., 1972).  
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Figure 6: Formation of breccia pipes through vertically rising undersaturated fluids with 
dark arrows. Light arrows represent the more dense, sinking saturated fluids (from 
Stafford, 2015). 
  
Calcitization within the study area is the result of a complex reaction with 
gypsum (or other evaporites) under the effects of thermal or bacterial sulfate 
reduction. In the Castile Formation, this calcitization led to the formation of the 
“castiles” that the formation is named for. Castiles are resistant, calcitized 
gypsum buttes that crop out across the Castile Formation within the Delaware 
Basin (Stafford et al., 2008b). It is likely that brecciated pipes and sheets provide 
favorable paths for fluids associated with calcitization; therefore, many of these 
structures display some level of calcitization (Stafford et al., 2008b).  
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Figure 7: Formation of blanket breccias. Dissolution of horizontal halite layers leaves 
unstable voids in the subsurface. These voids collapse, forming blanket breccias (from 
Stafford, 2015).  
 
The reactions that produce calcitized masses can be one of two 
independent types: 1) meteoric dissolution of both dolomite and calcium sulfates 
and the re-precipitation of calcite, or 2) sulfate reduction (Stafford et al., 2008b; 
Back et al., 1983). Sulfate reduction, either thermal or bacterial, is the favored 
choice for the Castile and surrounding areas. Thermal and bacterial sulfate 
reductions both require sulfate rocks, such as gypsum, and a source of organic 
carbon. Both are present in large quantities in the Delaware Basin; the Castile 
Formation is composed nearly entirely of gypsum and the Delaware series below 
the Ochoan Castile is hydrocarbon-rich (Stafford et al., 2008b; Kirkland and 
Evans, 1976). Natural sulfate reduction usually occurs at elevated temperatures 
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(~100-180 degrees Celsius) (Machel, 1992). With the presence of sulfate 
reducing bacteria, the temperature of these reactions can be lowered because 
the bacteria produce catalysts that lower the required energy for the reactions. 
These bacteria thrive at temperatures between ~0 and 80 degrees Celsius 
(Ehrlich, 1990). The reactions reduce the sulfate minerals, producing hydrogen 
sulfide and dissolved calcite in solution. The hydrogen sulfide breaks down to 
produce elemental sulfur which is deposited along with the calcite during the 
calcitization process. Determining exactly which process was active in the 
Delaware Basin is difficult, as the thermal regime of the area would support both 
types of sulfate reduction (Calzia and Hiss, 1978; Kirkland and Evans, 1976). 
Ground Penetrating Radar 
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) operates by transmitting radar waves 
into any sufficiently low loss dielectric material, usually soil, rock, ice, concrete or 
other common, non-metallic materials, and measuring the time taken for the 
wave and it’s reflections to be received. The numerous different mediums for 
study allow for a wide range of applications (Burger et al., 2006).Ground 
Penetrating radar operates through the exploitation of electromagnetic fields. 
Electromagnetic fields are described through the four members of Maxwell’s 
Equations, which are: 
Gauss’s Law 
∇ ∗ 𝐷=q    (1) 
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Gauss’s Law describes an electric field and it’s relation to the source 
which generated it, where D is the electric displacement vector which is 
measured in coulomb per meter squared (
𝑐
𝑚2
) and q is the electric charge density, 
measured in coulomb per meter cubed (
𝑐
𝑚3
). The electric charge density is equal 
to the divergence of the electric displacement vector (Annan, 2003; Jol, 2009).  
Gauss’s Law of Magnetism 
∇ ∗ 𝐵=0    (2) 
Gauss’s Law of Magnetism describes a magnetic field and it’s relation to 
the source which generated it, where B is the magnetic flux density vector which 
is measured in teslas (T). The divergence of the magnetic flux density is equal to 
0; meaning that a magnet has no net “charge,” that is the respective poles cancel 
out making a monopole, with only one pole improbable. 
Faraday’s Law 
∇ × 𝐸 =
𝜕𝐵
𝜕𝑡
    (3) 
Faraday’s Law describes the electric field that results from a changing 
magnetic field. The two will always be present, though they will vary temporally 
and spatially with each other. The variables of the equation are as follows: E is 
the dielectric field strength value, in volts per meter(
𝑉
𝑚
); B is the magnetic flux 
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density vector which is measured in teslas (T); t is time in seconds (s) (Jol, 2009; 
Burger et al., 2006).  
Ampere’s Law 
∇ × 𝐻 =
𝜕𝐷
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐽   (4) 
Ampere’s Law describes the magnetic field which results from an electric 
field or current; H represents the magnetic field intensity measured in amperes 
per meter (
𝐴
𝑚
), D is the electric displacement vector which is measured in 
coulomb per meter squared (
𝑐
𝑚2
), and J represents the current density vector in 
amperes per meter squared (
𝐴
𝑚2
) (Jol, 2009; Burger et al., 2006)..  
Maxwell’s equations are related to properties of physical materials through 
the set of three constitutive equations 
J = σE      (5) 
𝐷 = 𝜀𝐸    (6) 
𝐵 = 𝜇𝐻    (7) 
These three equations provide new variables. Electrical conductivity (σ), dielectric 
permittivity (𝜀), and magnetic permeability (𝜇). Electrical conductivity describes 
how a material handles charge flow; if conductivity is low, the charge will 
dissipate. This value is measured in ohms (Ω). Dielectric permittivity describes 
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the ability of a material to resist an added electromagnetic field. Dielectric 
permittivity is measured in farads per meter (𝐹/𝑚). Magnetic permeability 
describes the ability of a material to allow the formation of a magnetic field. The 
units for this variable are newtons per squared ampere (𝑁 ∗ 𝐴2)(Annan, 2003; 
Jol, 2009; Burger et al., 2006). 
The set of equations describe different intrinsic electromagnetic properties 
of materials. These values are exploited in a GPR survey to highlight differences 
in otherwise heterogeneous materials in the subsurface. A GPR survey works by 
emitting and later receiving electromagnetic waves in the radar portion of the EM 
spectrum. The emitted waves travel through the subsurface, undeterred until they 
reach an area of material with different properties, whereupon emitted 
electromagnetic waves are reflected back to the receiver with their strength and 
the time taken for them to return recorded as data (Jol, 2009).  
The radar propagation through the subsurface produces the data used to 
interpret a GPR survey. Electromagnetic energy travels through the form of a 
wave, such that radar wave velocity is controlled by the dielectric constant of the 
material which the radar wave is passing through. The equation below describes 
the velocity of a radar wave in the subsurface: 
    𝑉 =
𝑐
√𝜇𝑟𝜀𝑟
   (8) 
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Where V represents the velocity in meters per second, 𝜇𝑟 equals magnetic 
permeability in newtons per squared ampere, 𝜀𝑟equals relative dielectric 
permittivity in ohms, and c is the speed of light (3*10^8 m/s). This equation allows 
time of return values in a GPR survey to be re-interpreted as depth to the 
anomaly. Values vary between different geologic and anthropogenic materials, 
though in general the addition of water to any material will greatly decrease the 
velocity of radar waves, and increases the absorption  (Jol, 2009; Burger et al., 
2006).  
Other equations which describe the propagation of radar waves in the 
subsurface include:  
   𝛾 = 1000
𝑐
(
𝑓
√𝜖𝑟)
)
     (9) 
   𝛿 = (
2
𝜎
)√(
𝜖
𝜇
)      (10) 
   𝛼 = 1685𝜎/√𝜖𝑟     (11) 
 
In these equations, 𝛾 is the pulse wavelength, which describes the wavelength of 
the radar wave in the subsurface, in meters; 𝛿 describes the skin depth, which is 
the depth where approximately one third of the signal remains, the rest having 
been lost to absorption and refraction; 𝛼 describes the attenuation of the waves 
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in the subsurface, which models how the radar pulses dissipate related to the 
electrical conductivity and the dielectric permittivity of the medium (Burger et al., 
2006). 
The survey resolution is controlled by the frequency of antenna used to 
emit the radar into the subsurface medium. Wavelength is related to the velocity 
of the wave by the equation: 
     𝑣 = 𝛾/𝑓    (12) 
This relationship equates the velocity (v) of the wave to the frequency (f) 
and wavelength (𝛾) of the wave. One quarter of the wavelength is the usual 
thickness which is visible in a survey, such that higher frequency antenna can 
resolve smaller features. The higher frequency waves are lost to attenuation and 
refraction faster than the lower frequency waves, so that the lower frequency 
waves are able to travel and reflect off of deeper features than this of the higher 
frequency radar waves (Burger et al., 2006).  
For this project, higher frequency antennas were chosen since the depth 
of investigation was relatively shallow. Antenna types for GPR surveys usually 
fall into one of two types, monostatic, where the transmitter and receiver are in 
one antenna housing, and bi-static, where the transmitter and receiver are 
separate. This survey used the GSSI SIR-20, which has a bi-static antenna setup 
(Burger et al., 2006).  
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The survey can be one of many different orientations. The most common 
is the reflection profiling setup, where the antennas are kept at a set offset, such 
as 20 inches, and are moved together a set distance for each individual scan. 
Each scan is plotted as a waveform, with all scans combined to form a complete 
survey. Other survey orientations which are commonly used are Wide Angle 
Reflection and Refraction (WARR) where the receiver and transmitter are moved 
a set distance apart from a midpoint common to both; and Transillumination, 
commonly surveyed between boreholes to image the subsurface horizontally, or 
on either side of a wall within a structure to identify anomalies in construction 
(Burger et al., 2006). 
Following the survey, data is output as a graph illustrating the peaks and 
troughs of the waveform. Structures showing distinct differences from the 
remainder of the subsurface plot as bottom opening parabolas. Data from strong 
reflectors can appear to reflect from locations horizontal from their actual 
locations. This results from the direction that waves propagate; waves travel in all 
directions and as such a strong reflection from a wave can be received and 
plotted as having come from below. This happens on both approach and retreat 
from the object, plotting as a parabola. Interpreted ground penetrating radar 
scans produce a graph that illustrates areas of high and low electromagnetic 
conductivity. These plots show the areas that have the greatest effects on 
reflecting and absorbing the radar signals. The scans can be processed to focus 
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in on the desired characteristics in the subsurface more accurately (Aktürk and 
Doyuran, 2015; Neal, 2004).
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Methodology 
 Ground Penetrating Radar data for this project was collected with the 
Geophysical Survey Systems, Incorporated SIR-20 system.  Ground Penetrating 
Radar data was entirely collected on RM 652, between the intersection of RM 
652 and US 62/180 in the west, and the Culberson-Reeves County line in the 
East (Figure 1). The GSSI SIR-20 System is a versatile, multi-channel system 
that is capable of operating with multiple antenna frequencies and geometries 
(GSSI, 2015). For this project, data was collected using the 400 MHz single 
antenna, model 5103. All surveyed data were processed using GSSI’s RADAN 7 
software. Data processed through RADAN 7 was exported as digital images to 
aid in classification of road base failures and geohazards. Classified points of 
interest were spatially mapped using ArcMap 10.3. 
File format 
 Data gathered along RM 652 was organized according to Texas 
Department of Transportation’s (TxDOT) reference markers (RM). Reference 
markers are set with two miles of road between each marker (Figure 8), with the 
numeration increasing by two between subsequent markers. This study concerns 
approximately 34 miles of road, divided by 18 markers. The beginning of the 
survey is marked by RM 134, at the intersection of RM 652 and US 62/180 and 
continues to RM 168 at the Culberson-Reeves County line. 
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Figure 8: Map of study area and TxDOT Reference markers.  
Each two mile segment of highway has two associated files, one gathered 
along the center of the eastbound lane of the highway, and one along the right 
(passenger side) wheel path of the eastbound lane. The 34 files were primarily 
shot at 10 scans per foot (Figure 9) of distance travelled, or 32.808 scans per 
meter travelled; however, in the first three wheel path files (RM652WP01, 
RM652WP02, RM652WP03) the scans per foot were 12, 12, and 6 respectively. 
The remainder of the files were consistently gathered at 10 scans per foot. All 
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files were gathered using the GSSI SIR-20 (Figure 10) using the 400 MHz GSSI 
Antenna model 5103, this frequency provided an adequate depth of investigation 
for the assessment of road base conditions (GSSI, 2002). Data gathered was not 
georeferenced at the time of production. 
Figure 9: Example file header showing parameters of data collection. 
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Figure 10: GSSI SIR 20 Mainframe and laptop, antenna not shown, from GSSI, 2015. 
Data Acquisition 
 Data utilized in this study were acquired from Texas Department of 
Transportation in summer 2015. Data were produced by the University of Texas, 
El Paso from May 19th, 2015, to May 20th 2015. All sections proceeded from west 
to east, following the flow of traffic in the eastbound lane of RM 652. 
Data Processing with RADAN 7 
 Data collected for TxDOT was uploaded to a personal computer with the 
RADAN 7 program installed. Uploaded data was displayed in the data plane, 
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which is the area where the files are viewed, with each file possessing an 
individual tab in the data plane (Figure 11) to assist in processing multiple files.  
Figure 11: RADAN 7 program showing data plane and active DZT file with color table 
06. Red represents peaks, and blue represents troughs. 
 
The data plane shows the raw waveforms, interpolated reflection values, 
and positioning data of each file (GSSI, 2012). Each file was re-interpolated to 10 
scans per foot to maintain continuity of data values and length of files. Re-
interpolation was addressed using the distance normalization tool under the 
processing tab; only wheel path files from the first six miles required 
normalization. For each file, the time zero was adjusted to better fit the actual 
range of data displayed (Figure 12).  
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Figure 12: RADAN 7 program showing time zero tool pre-adjustment, with an effective 
vertical resolution of 50 inches. 
Additionally, each file had the background removal tool applied to remove 
low frequency noise from the sections (GSSI, 2012). The length of data removal 
was the full length of each file, so the full pass option was selected. To aid in 
recognizing subsurface anomalies, certain display attributes were adjusted for 
the files. The color table selected for interpretation was color table 06 (Figure 13), 
chosen for the distinct colors which vividly identify areas of high and low  
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Figure 13: RADAN 7 color tables. 
waveform values. The color transform option was set to 02, which lies between 
exponential (01) and linear (03) in value (Figure 14). This setting slightly extends 
the range of high amplitude values displayed within the reprocessed data, 
favoring areas of differing waveform values over or under the norm. Additionally, 
the display gain was set at 1.8, to aid in identifying anomalies with lower 
amplitude values (GSSI, 2012). This selection amplifies and exaggerates lower 
amplitude values selectively over readings of higher amplitude, but is not so 
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severe that it unduly distorts the reading. Lower settings will not amplify the lower 
amplitude readings, while higher settings distort them greatly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: RADAN 7 Color Transform value options. 
 
Following these steps, each file was exported as a series of 
equidimensional segments of the survey, each a maximum of 326 feet in length 
to fit two 1680 by 1050 dpi monitors, with no overlap between files (Figure 15).  
These image files were used to better organize the interpretations.  
 
Figure 15: Example of a reprocessed, without scales, exported image from RADAN 7.
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Data Interpretation 
 Processed image files were loaded into Microsoft Word for analyses. 
Starting with the first two-mile segment of road, images from the first 326 foot 
sections of the center lane were placed in the file, followed by images from the 
first 326 foot section of the wheel path set of files to identify horizontal change 
between the two spatially similar sets of data. Following these images, the 
second 326 foot section of the center lane were placed in the file, followed by 
images from the second 326 foot section of the wheel path (Figure 16). This 
pattern continued to the end of the section, and was replicated for the remaining 
16 sets of data. This allowed continuous comparison of the parallel data sets for 
the entire 34 miles of surveyed road. Generated data sets were interpreted using 
a classification scheme developed using TxDOT excavated ground checks. Nine 
feature types were identified along the length of the road. 
Interpreted anomalies were assigned to one of the following categories, 
anthropogenic features which are pipelines or box culverts, anomalies resulting 
from differential dissolution of road base from traffic, anomalies resulting from 
differential dissolution of road base from non-traffic sources, anomalies resulting 
from differential dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock, anomalies resulting 
from differential dissolution from changes in fill or subsurface geology, secondary 
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fill structures, soil piping or solutional conduit structures, breccia pipes, or 
secondary gypsum precipitation in the Rustler Formation (Figure 17). 
Figure 16: Example selection from Appendix, showing organization of Center Lane and 
Wheel Path files. Vertical depth in inches; horizontal distance in feet. 
 
Anthropogenic features such as pipelines or box culverts are not 
geohazards by their definition; however, they are marked because they produce 
strong, easy to locate signatures which relate to marked features along the 
length of road. They are important because they allow for simplified location of 
other anomalies with known features on the surface. Anomalies relating from 
Center Lane 
 Wheel Path 
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traffic are marked in areas where extra force from vehicles are definitively noted 
through field checks.  
Figure 17: Classifications of geohazards along RM 652, used to organize classifications 
in the Appendix. 
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Anomalies resulting from differential dissolution of road base from non-
traffic sources form from the degradation of the largely gypsum road base by 
moisture added unevenly over the road. Anomalies resulting from differential 
dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock are found in areas of the road where 
solid gypsum bedrock in close proximity to the soil has produced geohazards. 
Anomalies resulting from differential dissolution from changes in fill or subsurface 
geology reflect areas where dissolution preferentially occurs at the boundary 
between fill and rock or soil of a different composition, or dissolution at the 
contact between two different fill types. Secondary fill structures are areas where 
sediments have naturally filled in older structures in the subsurface, such as filled 
sinkholes or drainage channels. Soil piping or solutional conduit structures are 
roughly cylindrical drainage features which naturally form in the subsurface and 
produce strong parabolic reflections. Breccia pipes are areas where brecciated 
gypsum or limestone is noted, especially if it has been calcitized. Secondary 
gypsum precipitation in the Rustler Formation is the final noted geohazard, large 
gypsum masses can form in the Rustler Formation which are much more easily 
eroded than the usual limestone of the Rustler.  
Geohazard Mapping 
 Geohazards identified and described in the previous section had their 
extent digitized in ArcMap 10.3, to track the distribution and extent of each 
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classified anomaly. A shapefile of RM 652 was utilized to serve as the path of the 
GPR survey. Individual shapefiles were created to represent each of the 17, 2 
mile sections of road divided by the TxDOT reference markers (Figure 18).  
Figure 18: Example of a two-mile segment of road. This segment aligns with the second 
set of the 17 GPR files shot on RM 652. 
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Lengths of these polylines were compared to the lengths of the surveys to 
ensure accurate positioning was utilized during the data collection phase. Upon 
confirmation of the spatial accuracy of the GPR surveys, each of the 17 
segments of the road were used to create a multipoint shapefile with points every 
ten feet (Figure 19) along the length of the road, to correspond to the graduations 
on the classified RADAN 7 images. Extents of identified geohazards were 
digitized into ArcMap10.3, extending the full length of the study area, so that 
comparisons could be made about the different spatial extents of each of the 
classification types (Figure 20). 
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Figure 19: Example of point file created to correspond to gradations of data in Radan 7. 
The distance between each point is 10 feet. 
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Figure 20: Example of the completed shapefile delineating geohazards, along segment 
one and two of the survey.  
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Spatial Analysis of Features 
 The shapefile from the previous step which delineated and classified 
anomalies in the data was taken and combined, using the identity tool, with a 
shapefile of the total length of the studied portion of the road, split into tenth of a 
mile segments. The goal of this combination was to add location data for the 
geohazards to the attribute table of the classified polyline shapefile. This attribute 
table was exported to Microsoft Excel, so that a rolling average of the total length 
of geohazards in feet per mile could be generated.  
Geohazard Analysis by Soil Type 
An additional analysis was undertaken to find if soil classification 
displayed any effect on geohazard spatial density (Figure 21). To accomplish 
this, a National Cooperative Soil Survey (NRCS) soil map of the area was 
downloaded from TNRIS, which was cut down to within one kilometer of the road 
using the buffer tool. The spatial extent of the geohazards, with individual lengths 
and classifications, were combined using the identity tool with the soil map to add 
soil type data to each geohazard mapped. The total length of road through each 
soil type was calculated using the identity tool on a shapefile of the spatial extent 
of the studied section of RM 652. The total length of road through each soil type 
was compared to the total length of road experiencing geohazards to create a 
ratio of geohazard length to road length. These values were added to the 
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attribute table of the shapefile which described the soil types beneath RM 652. 
Using the graduated color option on the symbology tab, a color ramp was 
generated which described the differential concentration of geohazards in soil 
types beneath the road, normalized by distance (Figure 21). 
 
Figure 21: Completed shapefile illustrating relative concentration of geohazards in 
different soil types.
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Results 
 A total of 569 individual geohazards of nine different classifications were 
delineated along the 17 sections of the Culberson County segment of RM 652. 
Analyses of Ground Penetrating Radar data through ArcMap showed the total 
length of all geohazards to measure a total of 40,733 feet, or 7.7 miles. 
Geohazard types were analyzed by defining the classification of the anomaly 
when georeferencing each individual object. Position data was added to the 
geohazards, defining the road in tenth of a mile segments. Analyses of the data 
in reference to this distance along the road, with mile zero starting from the 
intersection of RM 652 and US 62/180, and mile 33.7 at the Culberson-Reeves 
county line. The addition of positioning data allowed for the creation of a rolling 
average of geohazards along the road, illustrating the relative concentration of 
geohazards along the total length of the road. Additionally, geohazard analyses 
by geologic unit and soil type of the road was undertaken to classify the density 
of geohazards in each unit type beneath the entire length of RM 652. This was 
accomplished by appending the soil and geologic data to each geohazard, and 
measuring the total length of geohazards divided by the total length of road 
through that unit type. Analyses of all types of data in this study are made with 
the intent of producing a generalized perspective of geohazard extent along the
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 highway, and identify trends of geohazards to identify areas of potential risk for 
additional geohazard formation. Data are organized by section number, 
beginning with section one, which starts at the intersection of RM 652. Analyses 
end with Section 17, which ceases at the intersection of the Culberson-Reeves 
County line and RM 652.  
Ground Penetrating Radar Analyses  
Section 1 
 Section one is located along the first two miles of RM 652 (Figure 22), and 
displays 42 separate geohazard features, totaling 4593 feet of the 2 mile (10,560 
foot) segment. Geologically, the first mile of road travels through a Pleistocene 
age gravel (Qao), likely deposited by the ancestral Pecos River. This section 
displays 17 of the geohazard features, totaling 1943 feet in total summed length. 
Geohazards in this portion of the first segment are most commonly differential 
dissolution of the road base from non-traffic sources at 1413 feet of length, with 
dissolution from traffic the second most extensive at 439 feet. There is a small 
section of secondary fill in the wash at the end of the Pleistocene gravel section, 
with a total length of 50 feet, and a small section of dissolution from changes in 
subsurface fill, at 40 feet total length. The transition from the Pleistocene gravel 
to the Castile Formation is marked by a filled gypsum wash, located at 
approximately the one mile mark. This section of road is well-drained, and   
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Figure 22: Map plotting the location of section one of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.  
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displays extensive geohazard development, including several large sinkholes 
with extensive cave development proximal to the roadway. Geohazard 
development in this section is more extensive, totaling 25 Geohazards of more 
than 2650 feet of total summed length. The most common geohazard by length is 
differential dissolution of road base from non-traffic sources at 1503 feet of total 
length, with dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock in close proximity to the 
surface being the second most extensive, at 994 feet of length. Soil piping is 
common through the latter half of the Castile section of segment one, with a total 
length of all piping structures of 132 feet. There is a small section of dissolution 
from changes in subsurface fill, at 20 feet of total length (Appendix A, Table 1). 
Section 2 
 Section two is located from mile 2 to mile 4 of RM 652 (Figure 23), and 
displays 70 separate geohazard features, totaling 4502 feet of the 2 mile (10560 
foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends entirely through the 
gypsum of the Castile Formation. This section of road is moderately-drained; 
geohazard development is extensive along this section of the road. The most 
common geohazard by length is differential dissolution of road base by added 
moisture at 2182 feet total length, followed by dissolution associated with 
gypsum bedrock in close proximity to the surface at 1460 feet total length. The 
remainder of the geohazards are made up of small piping structures spread out  
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Figure 23: Map plotting the location of section two of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.  
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across the length of road at 839 feet total length, and one small section of 
secondary natural fill at 20 feet total length (Appendix A, Table 2).  
Section 3 
 Section three is located from mile 4 to mile 6 of RM 652 (Figure 24), and 
displays 70 separate geohazard features, totaling 3805 feet of the 2 mile (10560 
foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends through the gypsum 
of the Castile Formation for the majority of its length, with a small portion of the 
end of the road travelling through Pleistocene gravel deposits. This section of 
road is well-drained; geohazard development is common along the first half of 
the road and extensive along the second half of the road, past the intersection of 
RM 652 and County Road 1108. The most common geohazard by length in the 
Castile is differential dissolution of road base by added moisture, at 1927 feet 
total length, followed by dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock in close 
proximity to the surface at 889 feet total length. The remainder of geohazards are 
extensive piping structures through the second half of the section, at 715 feet of 
total length. In the Pleistocene gravel, the most extensive geohazard is 
differential dissolution of road base by added moisture, at 264 feet total length, 
followed by horizontal piping structures at 10 feet total length (Appendix A, Table 
3). 
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Figure 24: Map plotting the location of section three of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.
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Section 4 
 Section four is located from mile 6 to mile 8 of RM 652 (Figure 25), 
and displays 47 separate geohazard features, totaling 5186 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road initially extends 
through a small portion of Pleistocene gravel deposits overlaying the Castile 
Formation, with the remainder, and majority of the road through exposed gypsum 
of the Castile Formation. This section of road is moderately-well drained, thus 
geohazard development is extensive along this section of the road.  The most 
common geohazard by length in the Castile Formation is differential dissolution 
of road base by added moisture at 3553 feet total length, followed by dissolution 
associated with gypsum bedrock in close proximity to the surface at 566 feet total 
length, and dissolution from changes in subsurface fill at 113 feet total length, 
and horizontal piping structures at 470 feet total length. The most common 
geohazard by length in the Pleistocene gravel is horizontal piping structures at 
214 feet, followed by dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock in close 
proximity to the surface at 149 feet total length, differential dissolution of road 
base by added moisture at 119 feet total length (Appendix A, Table 4).  
Section 5 
 Section five is located from mile 8 to mile 10 of RM 652 (Figure 26), and 
displays 52 separate geohazard features, totaling 3767 feet of the 2 mile (10560 
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Figure 25: Map plotting the location of section four of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.
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Figure 26: Map plotting the location of section five of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.
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foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends entirely through the 
gypsum of the Castile Formation. This section of road is moderately-drained; 
geohazard development is extensive along this section of the road. The most 
common geohazard by length is differential dissolution of road base by added 
moisture at 2704 feet total length, followed by piping structures at 600 feet total 
length. The remainder of the geohazards are made up of dissolution associated 
with gypsum bedrock in close proximity to the surface at 368 feet, one small 
section of secondary natural fill at 60 feet of length, and dissolution from changes 
in subsurface fill at 34 feet total length (Appendix A, Table 5). 
Section 6 
 Section six is located from mile 10 to mile 12 of RM 652 (Figure 27), and 
displays 46 separate geohazard features, totaling 3259 feet of the 2 mile (10560 
foot) segment. Geologically, the initial portion of the road extends through a small 
breccia pipe of the Castile Formation. This Breccia Pipe exhibits calcitization and 
enhanced void space presence compared to ordinary portions of the Castile 
Formation. The majority of the remainder of the road travels through normal 
gypsum of the Castile Formation, though at the final quarter mile of the section, 
the road travels through a topographic low filled with Pleistocene gravels. This 
two mile section of road is moderately-drained, thus geohazard development is 
common along this section of the road. The most common geohazard by length 
in the Castile Formation is differential dissolution of road base by added   
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Figure 27: Map plotting the location of section six of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.   
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moisture at 1033 feet total length, followed dissolution associated with gypsum 
bedrock in close proximity to the surface at 454 feet total length, horizontal piping 
structures at 309 feet total length. This segment of road also displayed 
dissolution from changes in subsurface fill, at 70 feet total length, and secondary 
soil fill at 60 feet total length. The breccia pipe was classified as a unique 
geohazard for this section, with a total length of 780 feet. The only present 
geohazard by length in the Pleistocene gravel is differential dissolution of road 
base by added moisture at 552 feet total length (Appendix A, Table 6). 
Section 7 
 Section seven is located from mile 12 to mile 14 of RM 652 (Figure 28), 
and displays 22 separate geohazard features, totaling 2190 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends entirely 
through the gypsum of the Castile Formation. This section of road is moderately- 
to poorly-drained; geohazard development is common along this section of the 
road. The most common geohazard by length in the Castile Formation is 
differential dissolution of road base by added moisture at 1569 feet total length, 
followed dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock in close proximity to the 
surface at 345 feet total length, horizontal piping structures at 244 feet total 
length. This segment of road also displayed dissolution from changes in 
subsurface fill, at 30 feet total length (Appendix A, Table 7). 
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Figure 28: Map plotting the location of section seven of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.   
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Section 8 
 Section eight is located from mile 14 to mile 16 of RM 652 (Figure 
29), and displays 27 separate geohazard features, totaling 2095 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. In this segment of RM652, the road crosses the Delaware 
River and its associated floodplain. Geologically, this portion of the road extends 
primarily through the gypsum of the Castile Formation, except where the road 
crosses through the Delaware River floodplain; here it is instead Quaternary 
alluvium. This section of road is moderately- to poorly-drained outside the area 
near the river; geohazard development is average along this section of the road. 
The most common geohazard by length in the Castile Formation is differential 
dissolution of road base by added moisture at 605 feet total length, followed by 
horizontal piping structures at 280 feet total length, and dissolution from changes 
in subsurface fill, at 230 feet total length. This section of road displays a small 
section of dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock in close proximity to the 
surface, at 40 feet total length. The Quaternary alluvium in this section most 
commonly displays the geohazard of differential dissolution of road base by 
added moisture, at 915 feet of total length. The remaining geohazards in this 
section are horizontal piping structures throughout the Quaternary alluvium, at 25 
feet total length (Appendix A, Table 8).  
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Figure 29: Map plotting the location of section eight of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.
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Section 9 
 Section nine is located from mile 16 to mile 18 of RM 652 (Figure 
30), and displays 17 separate geohazard features, totaling 1088 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. In this segment of RM652, the road crosses through 
breccia pipes within the Castile Formation. Geologically, this portion of the road 
extends exclusively through the gypsum of the Castile Formation. This section of 
road is moderately-drained; geohazard development is average along this 
section of the road. The most common geohazard by length in the Castile 
Formation is differential dissolution of road base by added moisture at 509 feet 
total length, followed by dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock in close 
proximity to the surface at 159 feet total length, and dissolution from changes in 
subsurface fill, at 149 feet total length. This section of road displays a small 
section of horizontal piping structures, at 58 feet total length. The breccia pipe in 
this section was classified as a unique geohazard, with a total length of 209 feet 
(Appendix A, Table 9).  
Section 10 
Section ten is located from mile 18 to mile 20 of RM 652 (Figure 31), and 
displays 22 separate geohazard features, totaling 1798 feet of the 2 mile (10560 
foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends through the gypsum 
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Figure 30: Map plotting the location of section nine of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards. 
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Figure 31: Map plotting the location of section ten of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.
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of the Castile Formation until the last quarter mile of the segment, where a 
deposit of Quaternary alluvium is located beneath the road. This section of road 
is moderately-drained; geohazard development is average along this section of 
the road. The most common geohazard by length in the Castile Formation is 
differential dissolution of road base by added moisture at 878 feet total length, 
followed by horizontal piping structures, at 173 feet total length, and a small 
section of dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock in close proximity to the 
surface at 105 feet total length. Geohazards within the Quaternary alluvium are 
primarily differential dissolution of road base by added moisture, at 631 feet total 
length, with a small section of horizontal piping structures with a total length of 10 
feet (Appendix A, Table 10). 
Section 11 
 Section eleven is located from mile 20 to mile 22 of RM 652 (Figure 32), 
and displays 8 separate geohazard features, totaling 370 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road marks the first 
appearance of the Rustler Formation, though the majority of this section extends 
through the gypsum of the Castile Formation. This section of road is moderately-
drained; geohazard development is poor along this section of the road. The most 
common geohazard by length in the Castile Formation is differential dissolution 
of road base by added moisture at 260 feet total length, followed by horizontal 
piping structures, at 70 feet total length. Geohazards within the small section 
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Figure 32: Map plotting the location of section eleven of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.
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of the Rustler Formation are exclusively horizontal piping structures with a total 
length of 70 feet (Appendix A, Table 11). 
Section 12 
 Section twelve is located from mile 22 to mile 24 of RM 652 (Figure 
33), and displays 14 separate geohazard features, totaling 779 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends through both 
the Rustler Formation, and through the gypsum of the Castile Formation. This 
section of road is moderately-drained; geohazard development is poor along this 
section of the road. The most common geohazard by length in the Castile 
Formation is differential dissolution of road base by added moisture at 440 feet 
total length, followed by horizontal piping structures, at 81 feet total length, with a 
small section of dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock in close proximity to 
the surface, at 50 feet of total length. Geohazards within the small section of the 
Rustler Formation are split between differential dissolution of road base by added 
moisture at 110 feet total length, dissolution from changes in subsurface fill at 59 
feet of total length, and horizontal piping structures with a total length of 11 feet 
(Appendix A, Table 12).   
Section 13 
 Section thirteen is located from mile 24 to mile 26 of RM 652 (Figure 34), 
and displays 14 separate geohazard features, totaling 200 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends through the 
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Figure 33: Map plotting the location of section twelve of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards. 
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 Figure 34: Map plotting the location of section thirteen of RM 652 and associated 
geohazard
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Rustler Formation, the gypsum of the Castile Formation, and a small section of 
Pleistocene gravels. This section of road is moderately-drained; geohazard 
development is poor along this section of the road. The most common geohazard 
by length in the Castile Formation is differential dissolution of road base by 
added moisture at 76 feet total length, followed by dissolution associated with 
gypsum bedrock in close proximity to the surface, at 19 feet of total length, with a 
small section of horizontal piping structures, at 9 feet total length. Geohazards 
within the Rustler Formation are horizontal piping structures with a total length of 
20 feet. Geohazards within the small Pleistocene gravel section are all horizontal 
piping structures, at 26 feet total length (Appendix A, Table 13). 
Section 14 
 Section fourteen is located from mile 26 to mile 28 of RM 652 (Figure 35), 
and displays 23 separate geohazard features, totaling 1897 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends exclusively 
through the limestone of the Rustler Formation. This section of road is 
moderately-drained; geohazard development is average along this section of the 
road. The most common geohazard by length in the Rustler Formation is 
differential dissolution of road base by added moisture at 1779 feet total length, 
followed by secondary soil fill at 79 feet total length, with a small section of 
horizontal piping structures, at 38 feet total length (Appendix A, Table 14).  
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Figure 35: Map plotting the location of section fourteen of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.
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Section 15 
 Section fifteen is located from mile 28 to mile 30 of RM 652 (Figure 36), 
and displays 24 separate geohazard features, totaling 2402 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends exclusively 
through the limestone of the Rustler Formation. This section of road is 
moderately-drained; geohazard development is common along this section of the 
road. The most common geohazard by length in the Rustler Formation is 
differential dissolution of road base by added moisture at 1779 feet total length, 
followed by dissolution from changes in subsurface fill at 281 feet total length, 
with a small section of horizontal piping structures, at 37 feet total length 
(Appendix A, Table 15). 
Section 16 
Section sixteen is located from mile 30 to mile 32 of RM 652 (Figure 37), 
and displays 24 separate geohazard features, totaling 1282 feet of the 2 mile 
(10560 foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road extends exclusively 
through the limestone of the Rustler Formation. This section of road is 
moderately-drained; geohazard development is average along this section of the 
road. The most common geohazard by length in the Rustler Formation is 
differential dissolution of road base by added moisture at 1178 feet total length, 
followed by horizontal piping structures at 78 feet total length, with a small 
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Figure 36: Map plotting the location of section fifteen of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.  
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Figure 37: Map plotting the location of section sixteen of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.  
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section of dissolution from changes in subsurface fill, at 25 feet total length 
(Appendix A, Table 16).  
Section 17 
 Section seventeen, the final section, is located from mile 32 to mile 34 of 
RM 652 (Figure 38), and displays 24 separate geohazard features, totaling 915 
feet of the 2 mile (10560 foot) segment. Geologically, this portion of the road 
extends exclusively through the limestone of the Rustler Formation, though this 
section displays large, geohazard rich inclusions of gypsum in the Rustler 
Formation. This section of road is moderately-drained; geohazard development is 
average along this section of the road. The most common geohazard by length in 
the Rustler Formation is differential dissolution of road base by added moisture at 
386 feet total length, followed by horizontal piping structures at 355 feet total 
length. The gypsum inclusion is mapped as a separate geohazard through the 
GPR data, and has a total length of 110 feet. Within the gypsum, 64 feet were 
additionally marked for dissolution associated with gypsum bedrock, with a total 
length of 64 feet (Appendix A, Table 17).
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Figure 38: Map plotting the location of section seventeen of RM 652 and associated 
geohazards.
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Discussion 
 Interpretations of Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) data focus upon the 
useful limitations of data gathered using this method of study. The depth of useful 
data with Ground Penetrating Radar in the study area using the 400 MHz 
antenna is approximately 16-18 inches; as such, interpretations are limited to this 
depth. Initial Interpretations are related to local geology along RM 652, 
secondary interpretations relate specifics of the geohazards to the regional 
geology along RM 652, and final interpretations quantify rates of geohazards in 
the various soil compositions along the road.  
 Geologically, there are four relevant formations in the area. The first seen, 
but not spatially extensive are the Pleistocene sediments deposited by the 
ancestral Pecos River across the Delaware Basin. These sediments grade into 
the basal gypsum of the Castile Formation which are Ochoan-aged evaporites 
that make up the base of the first 23 miles of the Culberson County portion of RM 
652. The eastern segment of RM 652 is primarily composed of limestone of the 
Rustler Formation, located atop the Castile Formation, but originally deposited 
atop the evaporites of the Salado Formation, which have been solutionally 
removed in the study area. The final relevant unit in the area is Quaternary 
alluvium deposits, related to tributaries of the present day Delaware River.
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Geohazards 
 Anthropogenic Features 
The first delineated feature type along RM 652 are anthropogenic features 
such as corrugated galvanized metal culverts, concrete box culverts (Figure 39), 
and areas of significant soil disturbance such as the site of a decommissioned 
railroad crossing along the segment 17 of RM 652 in this study. These features 
are not geohazards; they are marked because of the strong signal they produce, 
as well as the ease with which they are correlated to visible features along the 
road. These features produce exceptionally visible signatures within the data, 
Figure 39: Left figure showing the parabolic signal produced by a corrugated metal pipe, 
in RADAN 7. Right figure showing the signature of a 5 foot concrete box culvert, in 
RADAN 7. Depth shown in inches, horizontal distance in feet. 
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such as strong parabolas for the circular cross sections of the corrugated metal 
drainage pipes, and distinctive rectangular features for the concrete box culverts. 
Over the length of the road, these features are consistently placed in the majority 
of the sections. To ensure accurate description of features as anthropogenic or 
not anthropogenic; Texas Department of Transportation provided a geotagged 
map file (.kmz) of the dimensions and locations of all the drainage culverts which 
they have emplaced (Figure 40). 
Figure 40: Figure showing a map view of the Texas Department of Transportation KMZ 
file outlining the location, designation, and elevation of a concrete box culvert. 
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Traffic related road base collapse 
The second delineated feature type along RM 652 are features definitively 
produced by the actions of vehicular traffic along the surface of the road (Figure 
41). These features occur at the base of hills, where the change in momentum of 
the vehicle places additional stress on the road base, or at high traffic areas 
along the road where vehicles turn onto the highway. There is little distinction in 
gathered GPR data between this geohazard and general road base failure from 
non-traffic sources.  
Figure 41: Figure showing the signal produced by traffic related road base collapse, in 
RADAN 7. Depth shown in inches, horizontal distance in feet. 
 
Definitive identification of this geohazard requires field verification of the 
traffic in the area. Visual cues of this type of road base dissolution are similar to 
those of general road base failure; the gravel in the asphalt matrix of the road 
subsides out of view, leaving only tar at the surface of the road. However, this 
geohazard occurs only at areas with additional stresses associated with vehicular 
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traffic, it does not occur in flat, straight areas with little to no added vehicular 
stress.  
Road base dissolution from added moisture 
The third geohazard (Figure 42) describes general failure of the road base 
from non-traffic sources, generally from the dissolution of the primarily gypsum 
road base of the road by added moisture. It occurs extensively along the entirety 
of the extent of the road, especially in areas with heightened moisture, such as 
low water crossings, or areas where the surface of the asphalt is cracked to the 
road base (Figure 43).  
Figure 42: Figure showing the signal produced by moisture related road base collapse, 
in RADAN 7. Depth shown in inches, horizontal distance in feet. 
Tracking this geohazard is necessary to judge the health of the road base; 
dissolution affecting the structural stability of the road is detrimental to the overall 
structure of the road surface. The total length of road affected by this geohazard 
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is approximately five miles of the 34 mile section, or fifteen percent of the total 
length of road. The chart below (Figure 44) plots the average number of feet per 
mile of road affected by road base dissolution against the total length of road, to 
plot the primary portions of road affected by this geohazard. Values produced 
use a rolling average of the total length of geohazards over a one mile segment, 
each value advancing by a tenth of a mile between data points. The graph 
illustrates that road base dissolution geohazards have their highest 
concentrations in the western portion of the map, especially between the first and 
tenth mile of the road (Figure 45). 
Figure 43: Figure showing the surface deformation of asphalt in an area displaying road 
base compaction. Note the sections where tar has covered the gravel in suspension. 
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Figure 44: Graph illustrating the relative concentrations of road base collapse along RM 
652, by miles from the intersection of RM 652 and US 62/180. 
Figure 45: Map plotting the areas of highest concentration of moisture related road base 
dissolution. Note the highest concentration areas in the western portion of the map area. 
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This section of the road corresponds well to the geographic location of the 
Castile Formation. During the original construction of the road, road base was 
locally sourced, so in this section gypsum would be the primary road base 
material. Past the ten mile mark, the concentration of road base dissolution is 
generally lower, with small increases in concentration through the Delaware 
River crossing, at approximately mile fifteen.  
Geohazard concentration remains generally low through the remainder of 
the Castile Formation, up to approximately mile 20, where the Rustler Formation 
begins to occupy the primary geologic unit. In the Rustler section of the road, 
road base dissolution development drops significantly, except between miles 
twenty-six and thirty; this notable increase in geohazard concentration likely 
relates to the source of the road base material. In this section of the Rustler 
Formation, gypsum masses can be found throughout the primarily limestone unit. 
Road base material through this section dissolves more readily than the 
remainder of the Rustler, lending credence to the use of road base with a higher 
gypsum content through this section of road. Between miles thirty and the 
Culberson-Reeves county line, road base dissolution geohazard concentration 
remains low, returning to the general norm for the Rustler Formation. 
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Gypsum Bedrock Dissolution 
The fourth geohazard describes the appearance of gypsum bedrock in 
close proximity to the road (Figure 46). It occurs exclusively in areas with 
gypsum, primarily limiting its appearance to areas within the Castile Formation 
(Figure 47) and the limited portions of the Rustler Formation where there are 
gypsum masses within the unit. It is easily distinguished by the strong reflections 
produced by the radar waves reflecting off fractures within the gypsum. While not 
a geohazard, the appearance of gypsum bedrock within three feet of the road 
base indicates increased potential for the formation of karstic structures such as 
caves, sinkholes, or venting structures. 
Figure 46: Figure showing the signal produced by gypsum bedrock in close proximity to 
the surface, in RADAN 7. Depth shown in inches, horizontal distance in feet. 
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Geohazard development is further enhanced in areas of significant 
topographic relief, which allows for the rapid removal of gypsum saturated waters 
from the area, or when in close proximity to a contact between easily dissolved 
gypsum and a more resistant material, such as the calcitized breccia pipes. It is 
necessary to track areas with significant gypsum presence as other geohazards 
are increased in these areas, and along the length of the road this geohazard 
often requires frequent repairs. 
Figure 47: Image showing an average outcrop of gypsum from the Castile Formation, 
along RM 652. Note the friable and highly fractured nature of the outcrop. 
 
Of the 34 mile section of RM 652 investigated, there is a cumulative total of one 
mile of road with strong gypsum bedrock presence beneath the road, 
representing three percent of the total length of the road. The chart below (Figure 
48) plots the average number of feet per mile of road displaying gypsum bedrock 
against the total length of road, to plot the primary portions of road affected by 
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this structure. Values produced use a rolling average of the total length of 
geohazards over a one mile segment, each value advancing by a tenth of a mile 
between data points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 48: Chart illustrating the areas of RM 652 with gypsum bedrock in close proximity 
to the surface. 
The graph illustrates that gypsum bedrock is by far most common in the 
western portion of the map, aligning very well to the location of the Castile 
Formation (Figure 49). The highest concentration of gypsum in close proximity to 
the surface is in the first ten miles of road, and steadily decreases as the Castile 
transitions to the Rustler limestone. The contact between the Castile and Rustler 
formations is located approximately 23 miles from the US 62/180 intersection of 
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RM 652, which fits data well. The small inclusions of gypsum bedrock within the 
Rustler Formation are likely gypsum masses within the mostly limestone unit.  
Figure 49: Map plotting the areas of highest concentration of gypsum bedrock in close 
proximity to the road base. Note the highest concentration areas in the western portion 
of the map area. 
Differential Dissolution from Changes in Subsurface Content 
The fifth geohazard (Figure 50) describes the interaction between different 
compositions of fill or soil in the subsurface. This geohazard is limited in scope, 
and only appears in areas of significant fill, or areas with significant subsurface 
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preferential dissolution. When this geohazard occurs, it is related to preferential 
dissolution of a more soluble material over a bordering material of lower 
solubility. 
Figure 50: Figure showing the signal produced by differential dissolution of subsurface 
content, in RADAN 7. Depth shown in inches, horizontal distance in feet. 
This difference in solubility could potentially be related to different source 
types for the materials, different cementation types or rates in the materials, or 
differing water permeability between the materials. It is important to delineate 
areas with this interaction, as enhanced dissolution and collapse of the road base 
is detrimental to the structural rigidity of the road. The chart below (Figure 51) 
plots the average number of feet per mile of road displaying differential 
dissolution from different subsurface content against the total length of road, to 
plot the primary portions of road affected by this geohazard. Values produced 
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use a rolling average of the total length of geohazards over a one mile segment, 
each value advancing by a tenth of a mile between data points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 51: Graph illustrating concentration of dissolution from differential content along 
RM 652. 
The graph illustrates that this geohazard is relatively uncommon through 
the study area, and is not statistically more likely in one geographic portion of the 
road over any other section. It does not occur in areas lacking sufficient soil or fill 
content. 
 
  Secondary Natural Fill 
The sixth geohazard (Figure 52) describes areas where sediment fill 
naturally occupies areas of low relief. This geohazard is limited in scale, and only 
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occurs in areas surrounding filled sinkholes, and areas of channelized flow such 
as low water crossings and active and formerly active washes and draws.  
Figure 52: Depiction of secondary natural fill as found in the latter half of mile two, along 
RM 652, in RADAN 7. Depth shown in inches, horizontal distance in feet. 
This geohazard is significant to the scope of the study as it is a telltale 
surface indicator of active hydrologic processes, or as a subsurface indicator of 
the presence of a significant sinkhole feature. The chart below (Figure 53) plots 
the average number of feet per mile of road displaying secondary natural fill 
against the total length of road, to plot the primary portions of road affected by 
this geohazard. Values produced use a rolling average of the total length of 
geohazards over a one mile segment, each value advancing by a tenth of a mile 
between data points. This chart shows how uncommon this feature is across the 
studied sections of RM 652. The first occurrences of this geohazard are in 
section one where both a channelized wash environment shows natural fill, as 
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well as a filled sink beneath the road. Subsequent occurrences are exclusively 
channelized wash features. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 53: Graph illustrating concentration natural fill along RM 652. 
Piping Structures 
The seventh geohazard describes soil and rock piping structures. These 
structures are extensive along the length of the road, and represent preferential 
water flow paths that can be open or soil filled. These structures are related to 
the larger process of suffusion wherein soil from unconsolidated sediments 
located atop a solid, easily dissolved layer can funnel into piping structures and 
voids within the solid layer (Figure 54). Figure 54 shows the generalized process 
by which piping structures operate in the gypsum of the Castile Formation. Soil 
from the unconsolidated upper layer flows into the voids within the more 
consolidated lower layer. In the ground penetrating radar data, the pipe 
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structures are the visible portion of the data. The funnels within the soil are 
visible with ground checks (Figure 55), and  
Figure 54: Figure showing the general process by which suffusion operates. 
Figure 55: Picture showing the extreme surface expression of the suffusion process 
along RM 652; soil fills the large piping structure below. 
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with satellite data if the structures are of large enough in size. These structures 
occur with great frequency in the fractured Castile Formation of the western 
portion of the road, and with less frequency in the limestone of the Rustler 
Formation, though they still do occur. Generally, they form in areas with easily 
transported or dissolved substrate, as such they occur in the Pleistocene gravels 
and Quaternary alluvium found through the study area. Identification is necessary 
as they outline areas with relief of enough significance to facilitate the removal of 
sediment through suffusion. The chart below plots the average number of feet 
per mile of road displaying piping structures against the total length of road, to 
plot the primary portions of road affected by this geohazard. Values produced 
use a rolling average of the total length of geohazards over a one mile segment, 
each value advancing by a tenth of a mile between data points. Figure 56 shows 
that the incidence of soil piping along RM 652 is extensive.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 56: Figure showing the occurrence of soil piping features beneath RM 652. Note 
the difference in concentration between the east and west. 
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In areas of strong gypsum presence (Figure 57), the occurrence of this 
geohazard is much more common, representing nearly triple the average 
effected length of road. The Rustler Formation, in the eastern portion of the road, 
shows a very low concentration of soil piping compared to the western portion of 
the highway. One notable exception to this theme is the spike between mile 30 
and the end of the studied segment of road. In this portion of the Rustler, a large 
gypsum mass is included within the limestone. This mass shows extensive piping 
structures. 
Figure 57: Map plotting the areas of highest concentration of piping structures. Note the 
highest concentration areas in the eastern portion of the map area.
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Breccia pipes 
The eighth geohazard describes the unique portions of the Castile 
Formation where re-cemented breccia pipes occur (Figure 58). Breccia pipes, as 
described by Stafford (2008c) to occur extensively within the Castile Formation, 
including the ‘Castiles’ of high topographic relief which inspired the name of the 
formation. These masses have distinctly different rates and extents of 
geohazards from the surrounding Castile Formation, largely depending on the 
rate of cementation, and if the breccia is cemented with a mineral more resistant 
than gypsum. Proximal to breccia pipes in the area, geohazard development can 
increase by way of preferential flow; more energy is required to erode the 
calcitized breccia pipes, as such, flow is focused on the non-brecciated gypsum 
which surrounds the breccia pipes. Along the study area, there are two 
occurrences of breccia pipes (Figure 59).  
The westernmost breccia pipe occurs at mile ten, and extends a further 
quarter mile. This segment of road has been patched multiple times by Texas 
Department of Transportation. The second breccia pipe along RM 652 is located 
sixteen and a half miles into the road, and extends a half a mile more. This 
section of road has little in the way of geohazards, with only small sections with 
soil piping present. Lack of distinct geohazards in this section can be attributed to 
the thick fill found through this section; just a small portion of the road comes into 
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contact with the breccia pipe. It is this section which is marked within the data. 
This marking is necessary because the area around the breccia pipe displays 
intense hypogene and epigene karst processes, including cave development, 
and venting structures.  
Figure 58: Image showing the outcrop composition within the western breccia pipe. 
Note the re-cemented, rotated clasts of the Castile Formation, and the presence of 
selenite crystals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 59: Map plotting the locations of the two breccia pipes, shown in red, found in the 
study area.
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Secondary Gypsum in Rustler 
The final geohazard (Figure 60) describes significant geohazard bearing 
masses of gypsum in the Rustler Formation. This geohazard is very limited in 
scale, only significantly occurring in one location in the far eastern portion of the 
study area. 
Figure 60: Depiction of a large gypsum mass in the Rustler Formation along RM 652, in 
RADAN 7. Depth shown in inches, horizontal distance in feet. 
This feature is significant because it exhibits the same geohazards found 
within the Castile Formation to the west. In several of the preceding graphs the 
influence of the secondary gypsum in the Rustler can be seen with a strong spike 
visible to the far right, near mile 32. Overall, the Rustler Formation displays these 
gypsum masses frequently, though no others are definitively visible in the data.  
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Natural vs. Engineered Geohazards  
Geohazards along RM 652 can be assigned to one of two types, natural 
geohazards, and engineered geohazards. Features grouped in the natural 
processes were gypsum bedrock in the subsurface, secondary fill, secondary 
gypsum in the Rustler Formation, breccia pipes, and piping structures; and in 
engineered geohazards traffic related road base dissolution, moisture related 
road base dissolution, and dissolution from differential content. To better 
visualize where different processes are the dominant mode of geohazard 
formation, rates of engineered processes (Figure 61), and rates of natural 
processes (Figure 62) were plotted against total length of road. Geohazards 
which were not used in this comparison were the locations of the anthropogenic 
features.  
Figure 61: Figure showing the occurrence of engineered geohazards beneath RM 652. 
Note the difference in concentration between the east and west. 
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Natural processes are strongly focused in the western portion of the study 
area. This roughly coincides with the extent and occurrence of the gypsum of the 
Castile Formation, which would support enhanced karstic geohazard formation 
when compared to the less soluble calcite of the Rustler Formation, which is 
concentrated in the eastern portion of the study area and displays less 
concentration of karstic geohazards. Engineered geohazards show less 
correlation to geology than the natural geohazards, though there are more 
engineered geohazards in the western portion of the map than the eastern 
portion of the map. This correlation is likely related to the source of the road base 
beneath the road; quality and composition of road base does depend on where it 
was sourced. Gypsum from the Castile Formation and limestone from the 
Figure 62: Figure showing the occurrence of natural geohazards beneath RM 652. Note 
the difference in concentration between the east and west. 
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Rustler Formations were both used in the construction of the road, and were 
locally sourced during original construction. It is likely that in areas of high 
geohazard concentration, more soluble road base was utilized than in areas with 
low, or no, geohazard formation. 
Soil 
To compare rates of geohazard formation by soil composition, a map of soil 
types produced by the National Cooperative Soil Survey (NRCS) was sourced 
from Texas Natural Resource Information Service (TNRIS). When merged with 
the completed shapefile delineating geohazards along RM 652, correlation 
between soil type and rate of geohazard formation was noted. The majority of the 
soil types in the study area displayed geohazard concentrations ranging from 
13% to 24% (Figure 63, Figure 64, Table 1); however, the Holloman (Elcor)- 
Hardbasin (Hollebeke) complex, Drygyp (Cavewell)-Hardbasin (Hollebeke) 
complex, Hoban (Dellahunt) silty clay loam, occasionally flooded, and the 
Monahans fine sandy loam all displayed values over 24%. These areas (Figure 
65), save the Monahans, all correspond to areas with enhanced gypsum 
presence, with Hoban (Dellahunt) silty clay loam representing the area 
surrounding the gypsum inclusion within the Rustler Formation. The Monahans 
silty clay loam corresponds with the flood plain of the Delaware River where it 
crosses RM 652. The high geohazard concentration is potentially related to the 
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complex composition of this soil type, as it contains sediments from all the areas 
upriver which it drains. 
Table 1: Figure showing the concentration of geohazards in each of the different soil 
types beneath RM 652. 
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Figure 63: Map plotting the various soil types beneath RM 652. 
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Figure 64: Map plotting the locations of high concentrations of geohazards by length in 
all soil types beneath RM 652. 
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Figure 65: Map showing the locations of the four soil types with the highest 
concentrations of geohazards, by length. 
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Conclusions 
Ranch-to-Market 652 extends through geologic units and locations which 
favor the formation of extensive geohazards within close proximity to the road 
surface, along the entire length of the highway. In the western portion of the 
study area, the Castile Formation crops out and exhibits numerous sinkholes and 
caves; in the eastern portion of the study area, the Rustler Formation crops out 
forming the topographic highs of the Rustler Hills. Composition and differential 
diagenesis of the highway are both exceptionally complex and display many 
unique variations. The most numerous geohazards represent small scale, 
dissolution of the road base. These geohazards are relatively common 
throughout the study area, especially in areas with easily dissolved gypsum as 
the primary road base constituent. Less common, but larger scale features such 
as caves, sinkholes, and suffusion features are tied to the karst phenomena 
abundantly visible throughout the study area.  
Active karstic processes are by far most common in the western portion of 
the study area, where the soluble Castile Formation is thickest. Karst formation in 
this section is extensive, venting structures, sinkholes, and caves are all found in 
extremely close proximity, or occasionally beneath the road. In contrast, the 
eastern portion of the study area displays less variability and extent of
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geohazards, and a near absence of karst related geohazards. The eastern 
portion of the road displays less activity of karst processes by way of the lower 
solubility of the Rustler Limestone and dolomite in the dry, arid conditions of the 
Delaware Basin. Masses of gypsum which are naturally present in the Rustler 
Formation account for the majority of the karst related geohazards in the eastern 
region of the study area. Quaternary alluvium and Pleistocene gravels are 
spatially limited, but present in the study area. Within these formations, 
geohazards are nearly exclusively road base related.   
Interpretation of geophysical data of this nature thus requires knowledge 
of the geologic and hydrologic processes active along the extent of the study 
area. Proper identification of geohazards requires field checks of the data to 
ensure quality of interpretations. Interpretations must also be produced while 
considering the limitations of this type of geophysical survey. Ground Penetrating 
Radar, by nature, produces relatively shallow, though high resolution datasets. In 
areas of thick anthropogenic fill, the survey may not fully penetrate the added 
construction material. A more time consuming, partial resolution to this data 
resolution issue would be to survey the road twice with GPR, one with a relatively 
high frequency antenna such as was used with this survey, and again with a 
lower frequency antenna to explore deeper than four to five feet. This approach 
is still limited by the lower frequency antenna’s lower spatial resolution. A second 
approach to consider would be to survey both lanes of traffic, instead of the 
relatively closely-spaced, parallel scans of this study. A survey over both lanes 
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would take advantage of potential differences in the thickness of fill between the 
two lanes, especially relevant through the easternmost breccia pipe. This would 
prevent geohazards in the west bound lane from being missed in the 
interpretation phase.  
This study was critical in producing continuous geophysical data for the 
Culberson County extent of RM 652. Ground Penetrating Radar proves to be 
capable of quickly surveying large sections of land, and producing high quality 
data of the subsurface. Interpretations and delineations of geohazards along RM 
652 are critical for understanding the specifics, and consequences of the local 
geology and geologic processes at work. 
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Table A-1: List of anomalies delineated in section one, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length.  
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
1 2 
Differential dissolution of 
road base from traffic Qao gravel 100.0 1 
2 2 
Differential dissolution of 
road base from traffic Qao gravel 130.0 1 
3 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 100.0 1 
4 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 60.0 1 
5 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 460.0 1 
6 2 
Differential dissolution of 
road base from traffic Qao gravel 110.0 1 
7 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 74.8 1 
8 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 90.0 1 
9 2 
Differential dissolution of 
road base from traffic Qao gravel 100.0 1 
10 6 Secondary natural fill Qao gravel 40.0 1 
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Table A-2: List of anomalies delineated in section one, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length.  
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
11 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Qao gravel 5.9 1 
12 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Qao gravel 40.0 1 
13 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Qao gravel 10.0 1 
14 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 170.4 1 
15 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 24.5 1 
16 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Qao gravel 5.6 1 
17 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 130.0 1 
18 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 165.0 1 
19 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 138.7 1 
20 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 1251.3 1 
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Table A-3: List of anomalies delineated in section one, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
21 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 18.2 1 
22 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 20.4 1 
23 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 315.3 1 
24 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 28.2 1 
25 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 200.0 1 
26 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 70.0 1 
27 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 10.0 1 
28 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 28.4 1 
29 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 22.8 1 
30 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 25.2 1 
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Table A-4: List of anomalies delineated in section one, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
31 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 17.9 1 
32 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 270.9 1 
33 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 20.0 1 
34 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 170.0 1 
35 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 1.8 1 
36 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 1.8 1 
37 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 10.0 1 
38 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 10.0 1 
39 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 40.0 1 
40 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 40.0 1 
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Table A-5: List of anomalies delineated in section one and two, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
41 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 24.3 1 
42 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 24.3 1 
43 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 14.7 1 
44 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 14.7 1 
45 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 304.7 2 
46 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 7.7 2 
47 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 29.9 2 
48 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 45.8 2 
49 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 70.8 2 
50 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 44.7 2 
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Table A-6: List of anomalies delineated in section two, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
51 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 90.0 2 
52 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 14.2 2 
53 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 150.0 2 
54 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 50.0 2 
55 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 2 
56 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 50.0 2 
57 6 Secondary natural fill Psc evaporite 10.1 2 
58 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 130.0 2 
59 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 133.8 2 
60 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 230.0 2 
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Table A-7: List of anomalies delineated in section two, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
61 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 7.9 2 
62 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 125.5 2 
63 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 60.0 2 
64 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 5.8 2 
65 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 11.6 2 
66 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 110.0 2 
67 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 136.0 2 
68 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 110.0 2 
69 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 110.0 2 
70 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 40.0 2 
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Table A-8: List of anomalies delineated in section two, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
71 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 21.5 2 
72 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 44.2 2 
73 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 100.0 2 
74 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 324.9 2 
75 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 10.0 2 
76 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 8.0 2 
77 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 44.2 2 
78 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.1 2 
79 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 119.3 2 
80 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 11.4 2 
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Table A-9: List of anomalies delineated in section two, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length.   
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
81 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 14.5 2 
82 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 72.3 2 
83 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 72.3 2 
84 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 20.1 2 
85 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 20.1 2 
86 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 150.0 2 
87 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 150.0 2 
88 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 10.0 2 
89 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 2 
90 6 Secondary natural fill Psc evaporite 9.9 2 
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Table A-10: List of anomalies delineated in section two, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
91 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9 2 
92 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 44.2 2 
93 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 44.2 2 
94 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 14.6 2 
95 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 14.6 2 
96 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 30.0 2 
97 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 30.0 2 
98 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 54.5 2 
99 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 54.5 2 
100 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 85.8 2 
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Table A-11: List of anomalies delineated in section two, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length.   
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
101 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 85.8 2 
102 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 70.8 2 
103 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 70.8 2 
104 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 60.0 2 
105 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 60.0 2 
106 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 39.9 2 
107 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 39.9 2 
108 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 70.0 2 
109 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 70.0 2 
110 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 80.0 2 
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Table A-12: List of anomalies delineated in section two and three, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length.   
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
111 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 80.0 2 
112 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 80.0 2 
113 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 5.4 2 
114 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 5.4 2 
115 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 5.4 2 
116 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 254.3 3 
117 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 24.9 3 
118 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 27.6 3 
119 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 60.0 3 
120 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 49.2 3 
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Table A-13: List of anomalies delineated in section three, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length.  
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
121 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 18.5 3 
122 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 40.0 3 
123 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 16.8 3 
124 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 26.1 3 
125 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 10.5 3 
126 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 18.1 3 
127 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 22.0 3 
128 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 44.4 3 
129 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 20.0 3 
130 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 18.6 3 
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Table A-14: List of anomalies delineated in section three, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
131 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 140.0 3 
132 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 73.4 3 
133 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 8.4 3 
134 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 90.0 3 
135 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 127.8 3 
136 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 53.7 3 
137 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 56.8 3 
138 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 184.2 3 
139 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 19.0 3 
140 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 20.0 3 
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Table A-15: List of anomalies delineated in section three, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
141 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 19.6 3 
142 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 96.1 3 
143 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 20.0 3 
144 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 239.9 3 
145 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 45.9 3 
146 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 15.1 3 
147 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 95.2 3 
148 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 50.0 3 
149 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 194.3 3 
150 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 70.0 3 
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Table A-16: List of anomalies delineated in section three, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
151 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 140.0 3 
152 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 104.5 3 
153 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 20.0 3 
154 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 20.0 3 
155 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 7.7 3 
156 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 7.8 3 
157 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 100.0 3 
158 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 127.9 3 
159 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 70.0 3 
160 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 16.1 3 
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Table A-17: List of anomalies delineated in section three, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
161 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 20.0 3 
162 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 20.0 3 
163 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 75.2 3 
164 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 75.2 3 
165 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 10.1 3 
166 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.1 3 
167 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 15.5 3 
168 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 15.5 3 
169 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 8.9 3 
170 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 8.9 3 
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Table A-18: List of anomalies delineated in section three, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
171 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 50.0 3 
172 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 50.0 3 
173 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 61.3 3 
174 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 61.3 3 
175 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 20.0 3 
176 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 20.0 3 
177 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 20.0 3 
178 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 20.0 3 
179 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 5.5 3 
180 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 5.5 3 
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Table A-19: List of anomalies delineated in section three and four, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length.   
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
181 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 26.1 3 
182 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 26.1 3 
183 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 142.2 3 
184 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 142.2 3 
185 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 10.0 3 
186 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qao gravel 10.0 3 
187 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qao gravel 120.0 4 
188 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Qao gravel 5.9 4 
189 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qao gravel 40.0 4 
190 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Qao gravel 20.0 4 
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Table A-20: List of anomalies delineated in section four, with a brief description,    
geologic and compositional overview, and total length.  
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
191 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qao gravel 50.0 4 
192 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 55.0 4 
193 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 49.6 4 
194 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 41.0 4 
195 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 164.3 4 
196 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 85.2 4 
197 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 71.2 4 
198 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 11.2 4 
199 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 17.3 4 
200 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 78.1 4 
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Table A-21: List of anomalies delineated in section four, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
201 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 200.0 4 
202 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 135.3 4 
203 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 80.0 4 
204 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 60.0 4 
205 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 260.0 4 
206 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 10.0 4 
207 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 64.6 4 
208 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 290.0 4 
209 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 60.0 4 
210 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 70.0 4 
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Table A-22: List of anomalies delineated in section four, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
211 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 24.5 4 
212 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 145.0 4 
213 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 170.0 4 
214 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 34.0 4 
215 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 395.8 4 
216 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 140.0 4 
217 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 660.0 4 
218 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 260.0 4 
219 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 110.0 4 
220 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 30.6 4 
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Table A-23: List of anomalies delineated in section four, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
221 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Qao gravel 34.1 4 
222 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qao gravel 34.1 4 
223 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Qao gravel 90.0 4 
224 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qao gravel 90.0 4 
225 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 25.0 4 
226 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 25.0 4 
227 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 105.4 4 
228 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 105.4 4 
229 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 40.0 4 
230 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 40.0 4 
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Table A-24: List of anomalies delineated in section four and five, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
231 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 110.0 4 
232 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 110.0 4 
233 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 190.0 4 
234 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 190.0 4 
235 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 149.99 5 
236 6 Secondary natural fill Psc evaporite 39.998 5 
237 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 29.998 5 
238 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 8.4662 5 
239 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 159.99 5 
240 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 39.998 5 
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Table A-25: List of anomalies delineated in section five, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
241 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 99.552 5 
242 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 19.999 5 
243 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9993 5 
244 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 209.99 5 
245 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 159.46 5 
246 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 8.4314 5 
247 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 95.009 5 
248 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 73.347 5 
249 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 159.99 5 
250 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 48.323 5 
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Table A-26: List of anomalies delineated in section five, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
251 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 55.587 5 
252 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 212.07 5 
253 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 177.91 5 
254 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 56.345 5 
255 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 229.99 5 
256 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 185.68 5 
257 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 294.3 5 
258 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 5.6385 5 
259 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 89.995 5 
260 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 84.253 5 
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Table A-27: List of anomalies delineated in section five, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
261 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 8.9007 5 
262 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 29.998 5 
263 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9993 5 
264 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 19.999 5 
265 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 4.8401 5 
266 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9997 5 
267 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9997 5 
268 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9995 5 
269 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 14.463 5 
270 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 5.9867 5 
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Table A-28: List of anomalies delineated in section five, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
271 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 19.999 5 
272 6 Secondary natural fill Psc evaporite 19.999 5 
273 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 131.53 5 
274 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 131.53 5 
275 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 10.442 5 
276 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 10.442 5 
277 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 65.063 5 
278 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 65.063 5 
279 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 76.287 5 
280 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 76.287 5 
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Table A-29: List of anomalies delineated in section five and six, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
281 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 9.9994 5 
282 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9994 5 
283 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 91.094 5 
284 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 91.094 5 
285 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 49.997 5 
286 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 49.997 5 
287 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 19.999 5 
288 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 19.999 5 
289 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 25.23 6 
290 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 9.9995 6 
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Table A-30: List of anomalies delineated in section six, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
291 8 Breccia Pipe Psc evaporite 510.73 6 
292 8 Breccia Pipe Psc evaporite 79.996 6 
293 8 Breccia Pipe Psc evaporite 159.99 6 
294 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 59.997 6 
295 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 9.9995 6 
296 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 49.997 6 
297 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 29.999 6 
298 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 199.99 6 
299 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9995 6 
300 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 29.998 6 
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Table A-31: List of anomalies delineated in section six, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
301 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 89.995 6 
302 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 159.99 6 
303 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 69.996 6 
304 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 69.996 6 
305 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 39.998 6 
306 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9994 6 
307 6 Secondary natural fill Psc evaporite 59.997 6 
308 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 39.998 6 
309 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 6.3628 6 
310 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 149.99 6 
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Table A-32: List of anomalies delineated in section six, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
311 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 94.284 6 
312 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 19.999 6 
313 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9993 6 
314 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 149.99 6 
315 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 19.999 6 
316 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Qao gravel 309.98 6 
317 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Qao gravel 139.99 6 
318 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Qao gravel 59.997 6 
319 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 12.747 6 
320 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Qao gravel 41.659 6 
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Table A-33: List of anomalies delineated in section six, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
321 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 49.997 6 
322 8 Breccia Pipe Psc evaporite 9.9995 6 
323 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 9.9995 6 
324 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 9.9991 6 
325 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9991 6 
326 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in proximity 
to surface Psc evaporite 9.9995 6 
327 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 9.9995 6 
328 8 Breccia Pipe Psc evaporite 19.999 6 
329 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added moisture 
(Cracks, low point in road) Psc evaporite 19.999 6 
330 7 Soil Piping/Solutional Conduit Psc evaporite 19.999 6 
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Table A-34: List of anomalies delineated in section seven, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
331 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 30.0 7 
332 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 20.0 7 
333 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 60.0 7 
334 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 60.0 7 
335 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 25.6 7 
336 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 4.7 7 
337 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 200.0 7 
338 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 7 
339 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 55.0 7 
340 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 60.0 7 
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Table A-35: List of anomalies delineated in section seven, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
341 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 1079.9 7 
342 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 7 
343 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 45.0 7 
344 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 140.0 7 
345 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 40.0 7 
346 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 50.0 7 
347 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 70.0 7 
348 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 60.0 7 
349 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 60.0 7 
350 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 40.0 7 
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Table A-36: List of anomalies delineated in section seven and eight, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
351 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 40.0 7 
352 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 25.0 7 
353 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 25.0 7 
354 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 8 
355 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 8 
356 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 199.9 8 
357 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 60.3 8 
358 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 10.3 8 
359 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 10.0 8 
360 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 2.3 8 
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Table A-37: List of anomalies delineated in section eight, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
361 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Qal sand 52.1 8 
362 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qal sand 5.6 8 
363 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qal sand 450.0 8 
364 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qal sand 10.0 8 
365 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qal sand 274.6 8 
366 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qal sand 184.8 8 
367 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qal sand 15.1 8 
368 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Qal sand 324.5 8 
369 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 20.0 8 
370 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 5.4 8 
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Table A-38: List of anomalies delineated in section eight, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
371 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 29.8 8 
372 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 24.4 8 
373 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 10.0 8 
374 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.5 8 
375 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 35.2 8 
376 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 230.0 8 
377 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 174.8 8 
378 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 40.0 8 
379 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 9.6 8 
380 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 15.4 8 
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Table A-39: List of anomalies delineated in section eight and nine, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
381 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 89.7 8 
382 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 89.7 8 
383 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 40.0 8 
384 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 40.0 8 
385 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 60.0 9 
386 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 100.0 9 
387 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 14.7 9 
388 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 9 
389 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Psc evaporite 150.0 9 
390 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 10.0 9 
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Table A-40: List of anomalies delineated in section nine, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
391 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 10.0 9 
392 8 Breccia Pipe Psc evaporite 210.0 9 
393 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 9 
394 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 26.0 9 
395 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 9 
396 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 50.0 9 
397 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 50.0 9 
398 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 5.5 9 
399 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 80.0 9 
400 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 20.0 9 
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Table A-41: List of anomalies delineated in section nine and ten, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
401 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 50.0 9 
402 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 60.0 9 
403 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 9.7 9 
404 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 190.0 9 
405 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 14.0 9 
406 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 205.0 10 
407 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 90.1 10 
408 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 230.0 10 
409 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 25.3 10 
410 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 320.0 10 
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Table A-42: List of anomalies delineated in section ten, with a brief description, geologic 
and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
411 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 14.3 10 
412 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 80.0 10 
413 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 20.0 10 
414 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 10 
415 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 20.0 10 
416 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 11.3 10 
417 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 10 
418 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 20.0 10 
419 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 28.4 10 
420 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qal sand 311.6 10 
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Table A-43: List of anomalies delineated in section ten and eleven, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
421 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Qal sand 320.0 10 
422 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qal sand 10.1 10 
423 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 11.8 10 
424 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 15.0 10 
425 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 15.0 10 
426 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 15.4 10 
427 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 15.4 10 
428 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 35.0 11 
429 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 15.2 11 
430 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 5.6 11 
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Table A-44: List of anomalies delineated in section eleven and twelve, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
431 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 11 
432 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 36.7 11 
433 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 3.4 11 
434 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 30.0 11 
435 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 10.0 11 
436 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 11 
437 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 80.0 11 
438 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 180.0 11 
439 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 120.0 12 
440 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.8 12 
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Table A-45: List of anomalies delineated in section twelve, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
441 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 8.7 12 
442 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 12 
443 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 50.0 12 
444 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 12 
445 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 14.4 12 
446 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.9 12 
447 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.7 12 
448 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 9.7 12 
449 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 10.9 12 
450 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Pru limestone 59.2 12 
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Table A-46: List of anomalies delineated in section twelve and thirteen, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
451 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 110.0 12 
452 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 375.1 12 
453 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 64.9 12 
454 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 12 
455 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qao gravel 9.9 13 
456 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Qao gravel 16.1 13 
457 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 14.8 13 
458 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Psc evaporite 19.2 13 
459 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 10.0 13 
460 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 10.0 13 
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Table A-47: List of anomalies delineated in section thirteen and fourteen, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
461 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Psc evaporite 5.0 13 
462 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Psc evaporite 10.0 13 
463 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Pru limestone 9.8 13 
464 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Psc evaporite 76.5 13 
465 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Pru limestone 10.5 14 
466 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 150.0 14 
467 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 93.8 14 
468 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 180.0 14 
469 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 5.5 14 
470 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 709.9 14 
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Table A-48: List of anomalies delineated in section fourteen, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
471 6 Secondary natural fill Pru limestone 60.0 14 
472 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 30.0 14 
473 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 40.0 14 
474 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 40.0 14 
475 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 20.0 14 
476 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 20.0 14 
477 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 23.2 14 
478 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 30.0 14 
479 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 40.0 14 
480 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 210.0 14 
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Table A-49: List of anomalies delineated in section fourteen and fifteen, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
481 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Pru limestone 37.8 14 
482 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 2.5 14 
483 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 10.0 14 
484 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 30.0 14 
485 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 60.0 14 
486 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 62.7 14 
487 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 40.0 14 
488 6 Secondary natural fill Pru limestone 20.0 14 
489 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 20.0 14 
490 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 100.0 15 
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Table A-50: List of anomalies delineated in section fifteen, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
491 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 50.0 15 
492 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 100.0 15 
493 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 160.0 15 
494 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 50.0 15 
495 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 160.0 15 
496 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 34.6 15 
497 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 210.0 15 
498 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 140.0 15 
499 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 12.0 15 
500 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 80.0 15 
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Table A-51: List of anomalies delineated in section fifteen, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
501 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 330.0 15 
502 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 140.0 15 
503 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 210.0 15 
504 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 210.0 15 
505 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Pru limestone 40.0 15 
506 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 10.1 15 
507 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Pru limestone 51.1 15 
508 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Pru limestone 22.7 15 
509 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 110.0 15 
510 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Pru limestone 80.0 15 
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Table A-52: List of anomalies delineated in section fifteen and sixteen, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
511 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 4.8 15 
512 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Pru limestone 50.0 15 
513 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 10.0 15 
514 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Pru limestone 60.0 15 
515 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Pru limestone 13.5 16 
516 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 40.0 16 
517 5 
Dissolution from changes in 
fill or subsurface geology Pru limestone 25.5 16 
518 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 15.0 16 
519 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 120.0 16 
520 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 70.0 16 
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Table A-53: List of anomalies delineated in section sixteen, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length.  
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
521 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Pru limestone 11.4 16 
522 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 32.2 16 
523 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 11.1 16 
524 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 90.7 16 
525 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 119.7 16 
526 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 15.3 16 
527 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 200.7 16 
528 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 9.1 16 
529 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 99.4 16 
530 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 25.5 16 
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Table A-54: List of anomalies delineated in section sixteen, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length.  
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
531 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Prc evaporite 5.0 16 
532 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 5.0 16 
533 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 7.6 16 
534 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Prc evaporite 70.0 16 
535 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Prc evaporite 30.0 16 
536 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Prc evaporite 90.0 16 
537 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Prc evaporite 95.3 16 
538 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 10.0 16 
539 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Prc evaporite 70.0 16 
540 1 
Man-made Structure 
(Pipelines/Culverts) Prc evaporite 14.5 16 
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Table A-55: List of anomalies delineated in section sixteen and seventeen, with a brief 
description, geologic and compositional overview, and total length.  
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
541 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 10.0 16 
542 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 10.0 16 
543 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Prc evaporite 10.0 16 
545 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Prc evaporite 60.0 17 
546 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 26.2 17 
547 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Prc evaporite 100.0 17 
548 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 100.0 17 
549 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 40.0 17 
550 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Pru limestone 30.0 17 
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Table A-56: List of anomalies delineated in section seventeen, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length.  
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
551 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 40.0 17 
552 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Prc evaporite 36.2 17 
553 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 13.8 17 
554 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 50.0 17 
555 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 40.0 17 
556 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 30.0 17 
557 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 50.0 17 
558 9 
Secondary Gypsum 
precipitation in Rustler Prc evaporite 46.1 17 
559 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 29.9 17 
560 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 24.3 17 
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Table A-57: List of anomalies delineated in section seventeen, with a brief description, 
geologic and compositional overview, and total length. 
Anomaly 
Number Class Geohazard Description 
Geologic 
Unit Composition 
Length 
(Feet) Section 
561 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 20.0 17 
562 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 40.0 17 
563 3 
Differential Dissolution of 
road base by added 
moisture (Cracks, low point 
in road) Pru limestone 16.3 17 
564 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 20.0 17 
565 9 
Secondary Gypsum 
precipitation in Rustler Prc evaporite 29.0 17 
566 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Prc evaporite 29.0 17 
567 9 
Secondary Gypsum 
precipitation in Rustler Prc evaporite 34.9 17 
568 4 
Dissolution associated with 
Gypsum Bedrock in 
proximity to surface Prc evaporite 34.9 17 
569 7 
Soil Piping/Solutional 
Conduit Prc evaporite 34.9 17 
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Appendix B 
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Figure B-1: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-2: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-3: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-4: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-5: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-6: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-7: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-8: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-9: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-10: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-11: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-12: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-13: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-14: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-15: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-16: Top Images: Section 1 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9800 feet to 
10080 feet.  
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Figure B-17: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-18: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-19: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-20: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-21: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-22: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-23: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-24: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-25: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-26: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-27: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-28: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-29: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-30: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-31: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-32: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9800 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-33: Top Images: Section 2 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10576 feet.  
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Figure B-34: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-35: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-36: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-37: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-38: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-39: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-40: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-41: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-42: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-43: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-44: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-45: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-46: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-47: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-48: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-49: Top Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 3 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-50: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-51: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-52: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-53: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-54: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-55: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-56: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-57: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-58: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-59: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-60: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-61: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-62: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-63: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-64: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-65: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-66: Top Images: Section 4 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10660 feet  
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Figure B-67: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-68: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-69: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-70: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-71: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-72: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-73: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-74: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-75: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-76: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-77: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-78: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-79: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-80: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-81: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-82: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-83: Top Images: Section 5 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10582 feet  
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Figure B-84: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-85: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-86: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-87: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-88: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-89: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-90: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-91: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-92: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-93: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-94: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-95: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-96: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-97: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-98: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-99: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-100: Top Images: Section 6 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10582 feet  
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Figure B-101: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-102: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-103: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-104: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-105: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-106: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-107: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-108: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-109: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-110: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-111: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-112: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-113: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-114: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-115: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-116: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-117: Top Images: Section 7 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10582 feet  
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Figure B-118: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-119: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-120: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-121: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-122: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-123: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-124: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-125: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-126: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-127: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-128: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-129: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-130: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-131: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-132: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-133: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-134: Top Images: Section 8 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10582 feet  
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Figure B-135: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-136: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-137: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-138: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-139: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-140: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-141: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-142: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-143: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-144: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-145: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-146: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-147: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-148: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-149: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-150: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-151: Top Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10780 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 9 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10780 to 10890 feet.  
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Figure B-152: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-153: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-154: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-155: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-156: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-157: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-158: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-159: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-160: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-161: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-162: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-163: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-164: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-165: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-166: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-167: Top Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 10 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10272 feet.  
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Figure B-168: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-169: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-170: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-171: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-172: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-173: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-174: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-175: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-176: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-177: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-178: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-179: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-180: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-181 Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-182: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-183: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 
10128 feet; Bottom Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 
feet.  
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Figure B-184: Top Images: Section 11 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10546 feet  
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Figure B-185: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-186: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-187: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-188: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-189: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-190: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-191: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-192: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-193: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-194: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-195: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-196: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-197: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-198: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-199: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-200: Top Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-201: Images Section 12 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 to 10568 feet.  
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Figure B-202: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-203: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-204: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-205: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-206: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-207: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-208: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-209: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-210: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-211: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-212: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-213: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-214: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-215: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-216: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-217: Top Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-218: Section 13 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10576 feet  
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Figure B-219: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-220: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-221: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-222: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2614 feet.  
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Figure B-223: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2614 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-224: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-225: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-226: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-227: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-228: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-229: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-230: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7514 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7514 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-231: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-232: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9148 feet.  
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Figure B-233: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9148 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-234: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-235: Top Images: Section 14 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10582 feet  
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Figure B-236: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-237: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-238: Top Images: Section 15Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-239: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2615 feet.  
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Figure B-240: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2615 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-241: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-242: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-243: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-244: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-245: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-246: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-247: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7515 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7515 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-248: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-249: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9158 feet.  
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Figure B-250: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9158 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-251: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-252: Top Images: Section 15 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10482 feet  
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Figure B-253: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-254: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-255: Top Images: Section 16Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-256: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2616 feet.  
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Figure B-257: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2616 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-258: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-259: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-260: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-261: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-262: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-263: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-264: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7516 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7516 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-265: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-266: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9168 feet.  
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Figure B-267: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9168 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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Figure B-268: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9802 feet to 10128 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10128 to 10454 feet.  
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Figure B-269: Top Images: Section 16 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 10454 feet to 10560 feet  
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Figure B-270: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 0 feet to 326 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 326 to 654 feet.  
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Figure B-271: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 654 feet to 980 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 980 to 1306 feet.  
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Figure B-272: Top Images: Section 17Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1306 feet to 1634 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1634 to 1960 feet.  
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Figure B-273: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 1960 feet to 2286 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2286 to 2616 feet.  
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Figure B-274: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2616 feet to 2940 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 2940 to 3266 feet.  
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Figure B-275: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3266 feet to 3594 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3594 to 3920 feet.  
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Figure B-276: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 3920 feet to 4246 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4246 to 4574 feet.  
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Figure B-277: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4574 feet to 4900 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 4900 to 5226 feet.  
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Figure B-278: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5226 feet to 5554 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5554 to 5880 feet.  
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Figure B-279: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 5880 feet to 6208 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6208 to 6534 feet.  
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Figure B-280: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6534 feet to 6860 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 6860 to 7188 feet.  
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Figure B-281: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7188 feet to 7516 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7516 to 7840 feet.  
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Figure B-282: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 7840 feet to 8168 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8168 to 8494 feet.  
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Figure B-283: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8494 feet to 8820 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 8820 to 9168 feet.  
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Figure B-284: Top Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9168 feet to 9474 
feet; Bottom Images: Section 17 Center Lane above Wheel path, both from 9474 to 9800 feet.  
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